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Dear Sirs and Mesdames 

 

RE: OBJECTION TO APPLICATION IN TERMS OF REGULATION 18(1)(b) OF THE SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE 

MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS: LAND USE MANAGEMENT AND GENERAL MATTERS, 2015 READ WITH SECTION 98 

OF THE SPACIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT BY-LAW FOR PIXLEY KA ISAKA SEME LOCAL 

MUNICIPALITY, 2016 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This objection is in response to a Notice of application for a change of land use, published on page 9 of the 

Volksrust Recorder- Nuus/News dated 20 April 2018 (“the Notice”), attached as Annexure A. 

2. That Notice makes known that an application (“the application”) has been lodged with the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka 

Seme Local Municipality (“the Municipality”) for a change of land use on the property described as: Portion 

1 of the Farm Yzermyn 96, Registration Division HT, Province of Mpumalanga (“the subject property”). The 

Notice further states that “the intention of the applicant (purpose of the application) is to change the land 

use of the property in order that such may be used for mining and ancillary purposes, as stipulated in mining 

right MP30/5/1/2/2/1/0069MR”. 

3. The mining right in respect of the subject property is held by Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd (“Atha”). Atha 

intends to construct an underground coal mine on the subject property (the “proposed Yzermyn 

Underground Coal Mine” or “proposed Yzermyn mine” or “proposed mine”). 

Annexure A
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4. The subject property, which is situated in a protected area buffer zone, lies adjacent to the Mabola Protected 

Environment near Wakkerstroom, Mpumalanga. It is a triangular area wedged between (and on the 

boundaries of) two properties which form part of the Mabola Protected Environment. 

5. Whereas most of the surface workings of the proposed Yzermyn mine will not fall within the protected area, 

they border it. However, the underground mining activities, and certain surface workings and infrastructure 

(notably boreholes and pipelines) will fall directly within the protected area. The proposed mine area 

corresponds with several wetlands. 

6. The land use change that is being sought will consequently have a wide-ranging and significant impact on 

the environmental uniqueness of the area, water impacts, and the essential water services that the area 

feeds into, of the proposed mine and its surrounds. 

7. Furthermore, as envisaged by section 52 of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Act, 16 of 2013 (SPLUMA), the 

land use change will affect national interest. The effects of the proposed land use change will traverse 

matters within the exclusive functional area of the national sphere in terms of the Constitution (specifically 

Schedule 4 and 5) as well as strategic national policy objectives.  

8. This Objection is submitted on behalf of a coalition of eight civil society and community non-profit 

organisations (“the Objectors”). The Objectors are interested and affected parties as envisaged in section 

45(4) of the SPLUMA, regulation 31 of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Regulations: Land Use 

Management and General Matters, 2015, and objectors in terms of the Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management (SPLUM) By-Law For Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality, and make this application in 

respect of their own interests in the matter as well as in the public interest. The Objectors are as follows: 

8.1. The first is Mining and Environmental Justice Community Network of South Africa (“MEJCON”), a non-

profit voluntary network of communities, community based organisations and community members 

whose environmental and human rights are affected, directly or indirectly, by mining and mining-

related activities. Since October 2012, MEJCON’s membership has grown to more than 300 members 

who come from different parts of South Africa, including but not limited to communities from 

Mtubatuba in KwaZulu-Natal, Mokopane in Limpopo, Hondeklipbaai in the Northern Cape, Riverlea in 

Gauteng and many communities across the Mpumalanga Province. The members of the Community 

Network have played an active role in fighting for the rights of their communities which have been 

affected by neighbouring mines.  The primary objectives of the Community Network include the 

promotion, defence and advocacy of environmental and human rights of communities affected by 

mining; and ensuring the sustainable use of mineral resources. 
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8.2. The second is groundWork. groundWork is a non-profit environmental justice service and development 

organisation working primarily in Southern Africa in the areas of, inter alia, coal, climate and energy 

justice, and environmental health. groundWork places particular emphasis on assisting vulnerable and 

previously disadvantaged people, who are most affected by environmental injustice, to engage with 

stakeholders in development projects and to promote the expression of their environmental concerns 

in the public debate carried by the media. groundWork has done extensive research and advocacy work 

on the detrimental impacts of coal mining on communities in the Mpumalanga Highveld, and published 

a 2016 research report called “The Destruction of the Highveld: Digging Coal”. groundWork’s NPO 

number is 045-235 and its physical address is 6 Raven Street, Pietermaritzburg. 

8.3. The third is Earthlife Africa Johannesburg (“Earthlife”), a non-profit organisation that was founded in 

1988 to mobilise civil society around environmental issues. It is an organisation with approximately 100 

members, led by a core group that serves as its management committee. Earthlife seeks to improve 

the quality of life of vulnerable people in South Africa by supporting them to play a meaningful role in 

environmental governance based on an understanding of their constitutional rights, particularly 

section 24 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. Earthlife’s NPO number is 004-159 and 

its offices are at 5th Floor Heerengracht Building, 87 De Korte Street, Braamfontein, Johannesburg.  

8.4. The fourth is Birdlife South Africa (“BirdLife SA”), a non-profit and public benefit organisation with a 

vision of seeing a country and region where nature and people live in greater harmony, more equitably 

and more sustainably. Its mission is to conserve birds, their habitats and biodiversity through, inter alia, 

scientifically based programmes, and supporting the sustainable and equitable use of natural 

resources. BirdLife SA has NPO number 001-298 and PBO number 930 004 518, and its head office is at 

Isdell House, 17 Hume Road, Dunkeld West, Johannesburg.  

8.5. The fifth is the Endangered Wildlife Trust (“the EWT”), a non-profit organisation and public benefit 

organisation dedicated to conserving threatened species and ecosystems in Southern Africa to the 

benefit of all people. The EWT believes that the environment in which we live underpins every human 

need, demonstrated every day by the loss of thousands of lives due to environmental disasters, the 

lack of access to quality natural resources, as well as the dependence of millions of people on their 

natural surroundings for their everyday existence. The EWT strives to facilitate the protection and 

sustainable use of key ecosystems. The EWT’s NPO Number is 015-502 and PBO number is 930 001 777, 

and its physical address is Building K2, Ardeer Road, Pinelands Office Park, Modderfontein, Gauteng. 

8.6. The sixth is Federation for a Sustainable Environment (“FSE”), a non-profit organisation with the 

objective of promoting the ecological sustainability of development and the wise use of natural 
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resources in South Africa. The FSE’s non-profit organisation registration number is 2007/033134/08 

and its NPO number is 062986-NPO. The FSE has its physical address at 8 Palladio, corner of Ryk Street 

and Roux Avenue, Beverley Gardens, Johannesburg.  

8.7. The seventh is the Association for Water and Rural Development (“AWARD”), a non-profit organisation 

specialising in multi-disciplinary, participatory, research-based project implementation aimed at 

addressing issues of sustainability, inequity and poverty. AWARD recognises that natural resources are 

limited and undergoing rapid depletion and transformation, negatively affecting the health and 

functioning of the earth’s social-ecological systems. In consequence, AWARD seeks to contribute to 

building a more sustainable and equitable society by encouraging active civil society participation in 

wise water and biodiversity stewardship, management and governance. AWARD’s company 

registration number is 98/03011/08 and non-profit organisation registration number is 006-821. Its 

physical address is at Sunset View Office Park, corner Buffel and Koedoe Streets, Hoedspruit, Limpopo 

Province.  

8.8. The eighth is Bench Marks Foundation, a non-profit faith-based organisation owned by churches in 

South Africa.  The Bench Marks Foundation works in the area of corporate social responsibility and 

monitors corporate performance against an international measuring instrument, the Principles for 

Global Corporate Responsibility: Benchmarks for Measuring Business Performance.  It is committed to 

providing leadership and advocacy on issues regarding ethical and socially-responsible investment, as 

well as linking people and institutions committed to these ideals. The Bench Marks Foundation’s 

physical address is 6th Floor, Khotso House, 62 Marshall Street, Marshalltown, Johannesburg. 

9. Each of the objectors has juristic personality. They comprise both registered non-profit conservation organisations 

and communities affected by mining in South Africa. Their objectives include environmental conservation but also 

advancing the rights of those who are most vulnerable to the effects of environmental degradation. Many of them 

have the express objective of protecting not only the environment, but the people who depend on it for their 

livelihoods.  

10. The Objectors’ interest in the matter stems from the environmental and hydrological significance of the area 

proposed for land use change. This area has been recognised in spatial development frameworks and national 

programmes and policies as falling within a strategically important area from a conservation point of view, but 

also from a national water supply perspective. 

11. The Objectors are represented by the Centre for Environmental Rights, NPC.  
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12. The grounds for the objection follow hereinbelow. 

BACKGROUND 

13. The subject property description is as outlined above. It covers a land area of some 193.8289 ha in extent 

and is held under Deed of Transfer T138593/2002. 

Spatial Development Framework 

14. The Municipality developed and published its Spatial Development Framework (“SDF”)1 dated 30 November 

2010. According to the SDF: 

14.1. It must guide and inform all decisions of the Municipality relating to land use, development and 

planning of land (para 1, p 1); 

14.2. Its status is similar to that of the Municipality’s Integrated Development Plan (“IDP”), it is an 

extension of the IDP, it is required to be implemented in the same manner as the IDP, and it forms 

part of the IDP’s operational strategies (para 2.4, p 7); 

14.3. The SDF constitutes various chapters, which represent the methodology used to develop and 

prepare the SDF. The land use management guidelines (contained in Chapter 4) include strategies, 

policies and guidelines for each of the land use components. Based on the vision, planning 

principles and land use management guidelines of the SDF, spatial development strategies or 

priority areas were formulated for each of the land use components (Chapter 5). The spatial 

development strategies provide specific guidance with respect to, inter alia, future land uses (para 

4.2, p12); 

14.4. Environmental conservation, for purposes of the SDF, entails issues relating to general conservation 

principles, management and protection of various landscapes including the river valleys, wetlands, 

hinterland and urban areas (para 3.1, p112); 

14.5.  The area in which the subject property falls is identified as a “sensitive natural area” (para 4.1, p 

172). This means that it “should be considered as protected and development proposed in the area 

should be directed by the different environmentally sensitive aspects as described in the 

                                                 
1 The SDF is a public document and has thus not been attached hereto. 
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environmental section the SDF. Furthermore, the abundance of conservation and protected areas 

should be utilised as part of the natural environment to promote the economy and tourism in the 

municipal area by developing the areas to attract tourists and promote the attractiveness of the 

municipality”. (para 4.1, p 172) 

14.6. The environmental section of the SDF (contained in Chapter 2, para 5.0, p 65) states that: 

14.6.1. Operational mines pose a significant threat to underground water quality (para 5.6, p 

71); 

14.6.2. The ‘spreading of coal mining activities in the Wakkerstroom area is of concern as this 

area is of high conservation value to the extensive wetlands found there. Mining would 

seriously threaten the integrity of the wetlands and other habitats’ (para 5.10.2, p 76); 

14.6.3. The ‘high value of the properly functioning ecosystems particularly in terms of water 

services provides an economic justification for their protection and restoration’ (para 

5.11, p 79); 

14.6.4. One of the ‘key regulating ecosystem services provided by [the] grasslands areas [is] 

associated with the water environment given the area’s importance at the headwater 

of three major [Water Management Areas]. … Numerous wetlands …. are centres of 

biodiversity, act as carbon sinks and are paramount to the hydrological functioning of 

drainage systems. The services provide water security for the area and also play a 

critical role as a ‘water factory’ area with national importance for water security’ (para 

5.11, p 79); 

14.6.5. The ‘available evidence and observation of the situation in other mining areas 

indicates a high risk of significant unmitigated cumulative impacts from intensive 

mining’ (para 5.11, p 79). 

14.7. With regard to employment and the Local Municipality’s economic profile, the SDF states: 

14.7.1. “The municipality has many different economic sectors that contribute to the 

economy of the area and the district and ultimately the province and the country. 

These sectors include agriculture, mining, manufacturing, electricity, construction, 

transport, finance and community services.” (page 45) 
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14.7.2. Table 13 on page 45 indicates that agriculture contributes 18.85% of the local 

municipality’s total GVA (Gross Value Added), whereas mining contributes 0.92% of 

the total GVA. (page 45) 

14.7.3. “The results from the above table indicate that the agricultural sector contributes the 

most to the GVA of the municipal area with community services and trade as second 

and third highest…” (page 45) 

14.7.4. Table 15 on page 47 indicates that there has been a growth in the contribution by the 

agricultural sector to the GVA from 16.79% in 2006 to 18.85% in 2009; whereas for the 

same period there was a reduction in the percentage contribution by mining, from 

1.05% in 2006 to 0.92% in 2008. (page 47) 

14.7.5. The forecast for levels of employment in the different sectors from 2009 to 2011, 

indicates a growth in employment in the agricultural sector (3238 in 2009 to 3423 in 

2011), whereas the mining sector remains the same (48 jobs) for those three years. 

(Table 18, page 49) 

14.7.6. “The role of environmental management, linked to tourism, job creation and 

economic growth and development cannot be overemphasised.” (Page 112) 

14.7.7. “The potential for local economic development initiatives and job creation in sectors 

such as commerce: small, medium and micro enterprises: agriculture, forestry, 

tourism, and labour-intensive public works should be promoted.” (page 176) 

Mpumalanga Biodiversity Sector Plan, 2014 

15. In terms of the Mpumalanga Biodiversity Sector Plan-2014 (“MBSP”),2 the subject property is identified as 

an “Ecological Support Area: protected area buffer zone”. The MBSP categorises these as “areas around 

protected areas where changes in land-use may affect the ecological functioning or tourism potential of the 

adjacent protected area” (p 61). The MBSP provides the following Land-use guidelines for protected area 

buffer zones (p 66):  

                                                 
2 The Mpumalanga Biodiversity Sector Plan is a public document. It is also a voluminous document, and in order to not burden 

the record, the document has not been attached. 
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15.1. The desired management objective is “[t]o minimise the impacts of surrounding land-uses on the 

ecological integrity, character and tourism potential of protected areas”. 

15.2. As a specific guideline for meeting minimum requirements: “Land-use change applications within the 

buffer zone may be referred to the protected area manager or ecologist for evaluation.” 

16. The MBSP is a fine-scale plan that identifies a province-wide network of Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBAs) and 

Ecological Support Areas (ESAs) that: 

16.1. Achieve national and provincial biodiversity targets on the least amount of land possible; 

16.2. Have the least conflict with other forms of land-use; 

16.3. Favour areas that are important for freshwater ecosystems and water security; 

16.4. Promote adaptation to climate change and connectivity across the landscape. 

Mabola Protected Environment 

17. The subject property is situated adjacent to the Mabola Protected Environment, part of a strategic water 

source area generating critical water supplies for agricultural, industrial and human use. The Mabola 

Protected Environment was declared as such in terms of section 28 of the National Environmental 

Management: Protected Areas Act 57 of 2003 (“NEMPAA”) by way of Provincial Notice 20 on 22 January 

2014 (“the Provincial Notice”). A copy of the Provincial Notice is attached hereto as Annexure “B” and a copy 

of a figure of the mine area, including the subject property, in relation to the Mabola Protected Environment, 

is attached as Annexure “C”3.  

18. In terms of the Provincial Notice the purpose of the declaration of the Mabola Protected Environment is as 

follows: 

18.1. To enable the owners of the land to take collective action to conserve biodiversity on their land 

and to seek legal recognition therefor; 

                                                 
3 The figure in Annexure C was prepared by Vanessa Stone of the World Wide Fund for Nature South Africa (“WWF-SA”). 
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18.2. To protect the area if the area is sensitive to development due to its biological diversity, natural 

characteristics, scenic and landscape value, and the provision of environmental goods and services; 

18.3. To protect a specific ecosystem; 

18.4. To ensure that the use of natural resources in the area is sustainable. 

Environmental Management Framework 

19. The above declarations came on the back of a report dated June 2011 prepared by SRK Consulting at the 

instance of the National Department of Environmental Affairs in partnership with the Mpumalanga 

Department of Economic Development, Environment and Tourism, together with the Municipality.4 These 

three spheres of government had commissioned the development of an Environmental Management 

Framework,5 including a Strategic Environmental Management Plan, to support decision making that will 

ensure the sustainable development and management of the natural resources of the Municipality. 

20. According to the report: 

20.1. The area comprising the Municipality “is characterised by many wetlands and pan systems, and is 

an important water catchment area. Many endemic and threatened grassland species occur in the 

area and of particular significance are the areas around Wakkerstroom and Luneburg. … The [area] 

is also strategically important because it contains the sources of three river systems, including an 

important source of water for the Gauteng region” (para 1.2); 

20.2. The purpose of the Environmental Management Framework is to serve as a management and 

decision-making tool that provides authorities with information about the “state of the 

environment” and the associated planning parameters. It will identify and spatially represent areas 

of potential conflict between sensitive environments and development proposals thus assisting in 

integrated social, economic, and environmental factors into planning. The Environmental 

Management Framework will be incorporated into relevant planning documents such as Integrated 

Development Plans and other Spatial Development Frameworks (para 1.3); 

                                                 
4 This Report is the basis for the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality Environmental Management Framework, June 2011. 
5 Provincial Gazette Extraordinary, No. 2013, 21 February 2012. 
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20.3. It notes that a number of national and provincial laws guide the protection and management of the 

Municipality’s environment (para 1.4). The key laws are: 

20.3.1. National Environmental Management Act, 107 of 1998 (“NEMA”); 

20.3.2. National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 10 of 2004 (“NEMBA”); 

20.3.3. National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act, 57 of 2003 (“NEMPAA”); 

20.3.4. National Forest Act, 84 of 1998 (“NFA”); 

20.3.5. National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 39 of 2004 (“NEMAQA”); 

20.3.6. National Water Act, 36 of 1998 (“NWA”); 

20.3.7. Water Services Act, 108 of 1997 (“WSA”); 

20.3.8. Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act, 43 of 1983 (“CARA”); 

20.3.9. Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of 2002 (“MPRDA”); 

20.3.10. National Heritage Resources Act, 25 of 1999 (“NHRA”); 

20.3.11. National Environmental Management: Waste Act, 59 of 2008 (“Waste Act”); 

20.3.12. Development Facilitation Act, 67 of 1995 (“DFA”); 

20.3.13. Provincial Government: Mpumalanga Nature Conservation Act, 10 of 1998; 

20.3.14. Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 117 of 1998 (“Structures Act”); 

20.3.15. Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 (“Systems Act”); 

20.4. It outlines the following relevant national and provincial policies and initiatives for the Municipality: 

20.4.1. Provincial Growth and Development Strategy; 
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20.4.2. Mpumalanga Biodiversity Conservation Plan (being the predecessor to the 

Mpumalanga Biodiversity Sector Plan dealt with above); 

20.4.3. Heritage, Greening Mpumalanga and Tourism Programme; 

20.4.4. Outcome 10: Environmental assets and natural resources that are valued, protected 

and continually enhanced; 

20.4.5. National Water Resources Strategy (September 2004); 

20.4.6. Land Redistribution Policy; 

20.4.7. Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa; 

20.4.8. National Spatial Development Perspective; 

20.5. In addition, the report sets out International Agreements to which South Africa is party, which 

provide obligations of relevance to the Municipal area under consideration. These are: 

20.5.1. Ramsar Convention (1971); 

20.5.2. Bonn Convention (1979); 

20.5.3. United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992); 

20.5.4. Kyoto Protocol (1997); 

20.5.5. Agenda 21; 

20.5.6. Convention of Biological Diversity; 

20.5.7. Helsinki Rules; 

20.5.8. SADC Protocol on Shared Waters; 

20.5.9. The Piggs Peak Agreement; 
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20.5.10. Komati River Basin Treaty; 

20.5.11. Tripartite Interim Agreement; 

20.5.12. Interim IncoMaputo Agreement on Water Sharing; 

20.5.13. Convention of the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and 

their Disposal (Basel Convention) (1994). 

20.6. The report further notes, as regards water resources (para 3.2.6), that: 

20.6.1. The Municipality is situated in the headwaters of three major rivers and Water 

Management Areas, namely the Upper Vaal, Thukela and Usuthu to Mhlatuze (Map 

17 of the report); 

20.6.2. Of further note is that the area of the Municipality totally and/or partially contains 14 

quaternary catchments6; 

20.6.3. Besides mining activities, discharge from the various Waste Water Treatment Works 

pose a potential threat to water bodies/rivers without treatment; 

20.6.4. Land uses likely to affect the groundwater quality were identified as human 

settlements, commercial and subsistence agriculture, commercial forestry and 

operational mines in the municipal area; 

20.7. The total area occupied by wetlands, including dams, within the municipal area, was estimated at 

124,734 ha, or 18.9% of the area (para 3.2.7); 

20.8. As regards terrestrial ecology (para 3.2.8), the report noted the following: 

20.8.1. Areas within the municipal area that are rated as Protected or Irreplaceable for 

terrestrial ecosystem are high lying areas on the eastern side, including the 

Paardeplaats Nature Reserve, Wakkestroom vlei, Kastrol Nek and surrounding areas 

                                                 
6 Quaternary catchments are basic units for water resource management in South Africa. They constitute the lowest, i.e. most 

detailed, level of operational catchment in Department of Water Affairs and Forestry for general planning purposes (Midgley et 

al., 1994). 
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(depicted in Map 22 of the report, also see Map 7 – Environmental Management Zones 

for the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality and the system of land use 

management guidelines on page 87 of the EMF); 

20.8.2. The report noted, then already, the proposed Wakkerstroom Protected Environment 

area, which involved a process which was being managed by a committee of relevant 

stakeholders; 

20.8.3. The Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency had by then already applied to the 

Department of Mineral Resources for a restriction of any mining related activities in 

large parts of Wakkerstroom due to the high biodiversity value of the area. This 

application included the subject property; 

20.9. According to the Municipality’s Spatial Development Framework, some 70% of households (urban 

and peri-urban) received purified water via the bulk water supply system. The remainder of the 

population residing in rural areas were reliant on borehole water and rivers for potable water (para 

3.3.3); 

20.10. Land capability throughout the area was relatively high. The Water Management Areas provided 

opportunity for irrigation. It was noted that the wetlands contributed to agriculture including 

through provision of drinking water and supporting sustainable livelihoods, as well as performed 

functions such as reducing and preventing erosion through control of storm-water and flooding 

(para 3.4.2); 

20.11. The EMF referred to in para 16 above, shows that the subject property falls within “Zone 1: 

Conservation” Environmental Management Zone. The SRK report noted in table 5-3: Management 

zone guidelines for the Municipality (p 88) that: 

20.11.1. Mining is among those “undesirable types of activities” which are “not allowed at all” 

in areas with an environmental attribute of, inter alia, Zone 1: Conservation; Zone 2: 

Agriculture; Zone 4: Tourism; 

20.11.2. Zone 1: Conservation areas included critical biodiversity areas, conservation areas; 

wetlands and associated buffers; pans and lakes, and associated buffers; river and 

drainage lines, and associated buffers; other natural biodiversity including biodiversity 

that is deemed important and necessary; 
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20.11.3. Specialist investigation studies required during the planning phase and authorities’ 

decision making in Zone 1: Conservation areas included ecological specialist study; 

aquatic specialist study; surface water specialist study (including flood line 

determination); hydrogeological specialist study; wetland delineation and 

functionality; 

20.11.4. Zone 2: Agriculture areas included areas of high arable potential (Class I); areas of high 

to moderate arable potential (Class II); areas of moderate arable potential (Class III); 

areas of high grazing potential (Class V); areas of moderate grazing potential (Class VI); 

20.11.5. Specialist investigation studies required during the planning phase and authorities’ 

decision making in Zone 2: Agriculture areas included land capability specialist study 

and agricultural economics specialist study; 

20.11.6. Zone 4: Tourism areas included cultural landscapes, heritage and archaeological sites; 

potential eco-tourism areas such as Protected/Conservation areas, Conservatories 

and Important Birding Areas; 

20.11.7. Specialist investigation studies required during the planning phase and authorities’ 

decision making in Zone 4: Tourism areas included heritage impact assessment; 

tourism specialist study; socio-economic specialist study. 

20.12. The report further noted that land use management guidelines were linked to each of the 

Environmental Management Zones, in Map 7 of the report, to ensure that future development 

within the Municipal area took place in a sustainable manner and would not compromise the 

integrity of environmental resources (para 5.6). 

Scientific reviews of the environmental impact assessments 

21. Reference will be made to five instructive documents in this regard. 
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22. First, is an ecological assessment conducted by NSS, an ecological and environmental company appointed by 

Atha’s environmental assessment practitioner as a specialist environmental consultant. NSS made the 

following finding (at page 269 of its report) as regards Atha’s proposed Yzermyn mine:7 

 “… is fatally flawed, and should be NO GO in terms of Biodiversity. This is largely because of the 

impact of the proposed underground mining on the supply of water to the surface water resources 

(due to the de-watering activities) and the potential groundwater contamination. These aspects 

will have a significant impact on aquatic and wetland ecosystem functioning and biodiversity in a 

far greater area than the underground mining area. These and other aspects of the mining project 

are in strong conflict with international, national and provincial legislation, policies and guidelines. 

A high number of Conservation Important species were detected, and most habitat in the proposed 

underground mining and surface infrastructure areas was assigned a Very High or High sensitivity”. 

23. Second is an ecological wetland assessment (dated June 2014, revised May 2015) conducted by SAS, an 

ecological and environmental company appointed by Atha’s second environmental assessment practitioner 

as a specialist environmental consultant. SAS made the following finding (at page vi of its report):8 

“The ATHA Yzermyn Coal Project is located within an area containing extensive wetlands many of 

which are presently in very good condition. … The potential for post-closure decant of water from the 

underground mine void via the adit and/or unsealed exploration boreholes (Delta H, 2014) is of 

concern, as this will have a long term effect on surface water quality of not only on the wetlands within 

the study area, but also on aquatic resources within the greater catchment with special mention of 

the Assegaai River. Should it be considered economically feasible to treat the decant water post-

closure until water quality stabilizes, which could take many decades, to pre-mining water quality 

standards in such a way as to support the post closure land use, which is envisaged to be protected 

wilderness, the project would be considered feasible.  

… 

Based on the findings of this study, it is the opinion of the ecologists that the project is regarded as 

having medium-high to high impacts. A high level of mitigation will therefore be required during all 

phases of the proposed mining project in order to ensure that the ecological integrity of the wetland 

and riparian resources in the vicinity of mining activities is not compromised or irrevocably altered. 

…” 

24. The parties represented in this Objection, commissioned three scientific reviews of the environmental 

impact assessments commissioned by Atha in respect of the Yzermyn underground coal mine project. One 

by Ms S Brownlie (a registered Environmental Assessment Practitioner who has practised as an 

environmental scientist for more than 35 years), August 2016 (“the Brownlie Review”), one by Prof Ingrid 

                                                 
7 This report, commissioned by Atha, has not been attached hereto as it is voluminous, but the Objectors will provide it to the 

decision-maker upon request. 
8 This report, commissioned by Atha, has not been attached hereto as it is voluminous, but the Objectors will provide it to the 

decision-maker upon request. 
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Dennis (of the Centre for Water Sciences and Management at the North-West University, South Africa), 

August 2016 (“the Dennis Review”) and one by GCS Water and Environmental Consultants, December 2017 

(“the GCS Review”).9 Reference is made to the reports to demonstrate the consequences and irreparable 

harm that will arise if the land is rezoned and mining activities are permitted to commence on the subject 

property. 

25. The significant impacts identified in the NSS report were confirmed in the Objectors’ independent reviews.  

Outlined below is an overview of each area of potential harm identified in the reviews.  

Harm to Strategic Water Source Area 

25.1. There are severe risks and consequences posed by the construction and proposed mining activity 

at the Yzermyn mine.  The two most severe consequences are the dewatering of aquifers and the 

decant of contaminated groundwater and acid mine drainage.  These impacts must be considered 

in the light not only of the sensitive ecosystems in the proposed mining area but also with regard 

to the impact on downstream water users.  This at a time following severe drought conditions over 

the whole of South Africa during which it has become apparent that the country faces on-going 

critical water shortages in the face of a rapidly growing population.   

Dewatering of the aquifers 

25.2. There are three aquifer systems underlying the mining footprint: localised perched aquifer systems, 

a shallow weathered Karoo aquifer system and a deep fractured Karoo aquifer system. 

25.3. Atha intends to conduct its underground mining activities in the deep aquifer. Digging out the deep 

aquifer would create an inflow of groundwater into the underground mine workings. During the 

construction and operational phases of the mine, the groundwater will be pumped out of the 

underground workings.  After the cessation of operations, the inflow would be allowed to occur 

and, over time, the mine voids would fill up/flood. 

                                                 
9 The Reports are available on the Centre for Environmental Rights’ website as follows: 

The Brownlie review: https://cer.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Annexure-E.pdf; 

The Dennis review: https://cer.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Annexure-F.pdf; 

The GCS review (revised 2017): https://cer.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Annexure-G-Part-1.pdf and 

https://cer.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Annexure-G-Part-2.pdf. 

Full copies will be made available to the decision-maker or any of the other parties on request. 
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25.4. The groundwater inflow and pumping will result in reduced groundwater levels in the aquifers 

above and in the vicinity of the mine.  This is also called the ‘dewatering’ of the aquifers. 

25.5. The NSS ecological assessment assessed the consequent impacts of the dewatering of the aquifers 

on the wetlands in the surface and underground mining areas and reported the following findings: 

25.5.1. “This lowering in groundwater level will have a negative impact on all wetlands fed by 

the shallow aquifer and the springs within the cone of depression. These springs are 

one of the main sources of water for the wetlands in the area, supplying water during 

the drier winter months when the wetlands are not fed by rainfall. As the source of 

water supplying the wetlands is unknown, and the fact that the groundwater levels 

will be lowered in the shallow and deeper aquifers, one must assume that the 

wetlands within the cone of depression will be impacted upon and may possibly dry 

out.”  (NSS Report; pp 243 and 246); 

25.5.2. “The decrease in water input to the wetlands within the study area and surrounds, 

and the resultant reduction in flow, and potential drying up of wetlands will have a 

HIGH significance on Biodiversity as a minimum of 40% of the underground mining 

area and surface infrastructure footprint area constitutes wetland habitat. The impact 

will also extend into and beyond the greater mine lease area.”  (NSS Report; pp 243 

and 246); 

25.5.3. “The loss or deterioration of the wetlands will extend beyond the study area and will 

extend into the wetland FEPAs within the mine lease area and the wetland FEPAs and 

Wetland Clusters in the immediate surrounds … These systems are also the start of 

the catchment that feeds the Assegaai River FEPA, and a decline in water input will, 

therefore, result in a decrease in flow of this river system.” (NSS Report; p 246); 

25.5.4. “Approximately 40% [of the vegetation communities identified] within the mine lease 

area are moisture dependent. … If the dewatering activities have a major effect on the 

wetland systems identified, these vegetation communities and the potential 

Conservation Important species found within these habitats will be affected and may 

change in structure in the long term.” (NSS Report; p 251); 

25.5.5. “Due to the HIGH and long-term (if not irreversible) status of this impact in an area far 

exceeding the study area, the project should be a NO GO.” (p253) NSS records this 
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impact as having a ‘HIGH’ significance both without mitigation and with mitigation.” 

(NSS Report; para 4.2, p 242). 

25.5.6. The SAS 2015 assessment identified as an impact on “wetland hydrological function” 

during the operational phase: “[d]ewatering of wetland habitat downgradient of 

mining activities, leading to loss of water within wetland habitat and altered 

hydrological patterns” and “[f]ormation of groundwater cone of dewatering, leading 

to reduced recharge of wetland resources” (page 98), with “HIGH” impacts on the 

study-area wetlands both unmitigated and with mitigation (pages 99 – 100). 

Decant of contaminated groundwater and acid mine drainage 

25.6. The NSS ecological assessment reports that: 

25.6.1. “[Acid mine drainage] represents the most severe impact of coal mining on water 

resources. … The elevated location of the mine will lead to drainage of contaminated 

water away from the mine.  Since the … mine will be located in the headwaters of the 

Assegaai River … it will threaten more than one water resource and thus users … in the 

lower catchment”. (NSS Report; p 255); 

25.6.2. Contamination of groundwater will impact on surface water quality downstream. 

“This contamination will impact on the PES of the wetlands and the eco-services the 

wetland sic can provide, the main one of which is the maintenance of Biodiversity.” 

(NSS Report; p 255); 

25.6.3. “Severe deterioration in [water quality] can lead to a dramatic decrease in aquatic 

biota and ceased aquatic ecosystem functionality.” (NSS Report; p 256); 

25.6.4. “Impacts of … contamination on faunal species can include aspects such as a decline 

in general health, reduction in fecundity rates and birth defects.” (NSS Report; p 259); 

25.6.5. The anticipated impact of decant of contaminated groundwater and the resultant 

impacts on surface water quality, wetlands, aquatic ecology and biodiversity is of 

‘HIGH’ significance (NSS’s highest significance rating) both without mitigation and with 

mitigation (in other words, NSS regards mitigation of this impact as being impossible).  

(NSS Report; p 254). 
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25.7. Reference is also made to SAS’s findings in paragraph 20 above. 

Impact on flora and fauna 

25.8. NSS found that the construction of the mine surface infrastructure, the mining activities and the 

resultant impact on the groundwater will affect the following vulnerable species found in the 

proposed mining area: 

25.8.1. six floral species at a high risk of extinction in the wild were found by NSS in the study 

area, and 30 species which are listed as Protected Species under the Mpumalanga 

Conservation Act, 10 of 1998 have been found during surveys of the mining area; (NSS 

Report; pp 53-58 and 64-65); 

25.8.2. twenty-one Conservation Important mammals have been recorded previously in the 

proposed mining area, and eight Conservation Important mammal species, including 

one Endangered and five Near Threatened species, were found there by NSS; (NSS 

Report; pp 95-99); 

25.8.3. eighteen Conservation Important bird species have been recorded in or near the 

proposed mining area, and NSS observed five Conservation Important species during 

surveys related to the project; (NSS Report; pp 100-103); 

25.8.4. several globally, nationally or provincially Near Threatened reptiles and frogs are also 

likely to occur at the site; (NSS Report; pp 104-106) and 

25.8.5. the proposed mine will fall within an Important Bird and Biodiversity Area (IBA) 

identified by BirdLife International, which is considered to be “one of the most 

important IBAs in Africa and … vital for the conservation of a number of locally- and 

globally-threatened bird species, as well as the conservation of other fauna and flora”. 

(NSS Report; pp 213)  

Harm to local communities 

25.9. The greatest environmental impact of the mine is likely to be felt by vulnerable and disadvantaged 

persons in the area, namely subsistence farmers and poor rural communities who depend on the 

natural soil and water resources in the area to sustain themselves. 
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25.10. Water is sourced by farmers in the area from springs which are used for both domestic and livestock 

watering purposes.  There are twenty-three such springs in the project area.  The springs are also 

a water source for the wetlands.  The dewatering of the aquifers will have a negative impact on 

these springs and the people who rely on them.   

25.11. There are approximately eight homesteads situated on the proposed mining site which are 

occupied by low-income families with between eight and thirty people living in each homestead.  

The households generally rely on limited income from a single family member who works on the 

host farm, as well as on social grants.  This community “is vulnerable from a livelihood perspective, 

as they do not have access to finances or other resources should their current income come to an 

end (i.e. farm work) or access to natural resources, such as water and grazing land, be prevented”. 

26. Allowing even part of this potential environmental damage to occur would be seriously harmful to the 

environment.  In so far as the initial phase of the mining may be confined to the clearing of the indigenous 

vegetation to make way for the surface infrastructure, it is well known that re-establishing grasslands to their 

natural state is very difficult if not impossible.  If mining is allowed to continue, a damaged environmental 

scar will be left on the edge of the protected area.   

THE APPLICATION 

27. The application for land use change in respect of the subject property states the following in its executive 

summary: 

27.1. That Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd (“Atha”), a company incorporated and carrying on its business 

in South Africa (and which is a subsidiary of the Atha Group, a company registered in India), holds 

the mining right10. Atha apparently holds other mining rights as well which are however not related 

to this matter (para 1.3); 

                                                 
10 The mining right is subject to a judicial review before the Pretoria High Court (Case No:73278/15). The application seeks to set 

aside the decision of the Minister of Mineral Resources to grant a mining right in an area of recognised environmental 

significance and sensitivity on the basis that it will cause unacceptable pollution and degradation of the environment. 

 

Other related legal processes currently taking place in relation to Atha’s proposed Yzermyn mine are the following: 

1. Judicial review of the Mpumalanga Environmental Department’s decision to issue an environmental authorisation (EA) 

to Atha in terms of NEMA, and the Mpumalanga MEC for Environment’s decision to dismiss the Objector’s appeal of 

the EA, before the Mpumalanga Division of the High Court (functioning as the Pretoria Division - Mbombela Circuit 

Court) (Case No: 1390/18); 

2. Appeal against the environmental management programme (EMPR) approved by the Department of Mineral Resources 

in terms of the MPRDA. This appeal to the Director General of the DMR is aimed at setting aside the DMR’s decision to 

approve the EMPR; 
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27.2. That for the purposes of using the subject property for mining and related purposes (the 

abstraction of thermal coal for the local and export market through means of underground bord 

and pillar mining), it is necessary to apply to the local municipality for authorisation for such 

purpose and to incorporate the subject property into the boundaries of the local town planning 

scheme whilst, simultaneously, allocating an appropriate land use zoning category to the subject 

property and providing for appropriate development controls with regard to the development 

intentions of the land development applicant (para 1.3); 

27.3. The intended mining activities at grade on the subject property (over the short term) will take up a 

land area of approximately 22.40 ha and will involve the erection and installation of the following 

structures and infrastructure: 

27.3.1. Mine Adit (the access to the mine operation); 

27.3.2. Stockpile Conveyor; 

27.3.3. Administrative and Operations Facilities (including an office block); 

27.3.4. Ablution facilities; 

27.3.5. Workshop; 

27.3.6. Oil store/gas and chemical store; 

27.3.7. Washing plant and silt trap;11 

27.3.8. Discard dump above ground reservoir for slurry/coal wash water; 

27.3.9. Run of mine stockpile site, primary and secondary stockpiles; 

                                                 
3. Appeal against the water-use license issued by the Department of Water and Sanitation in terms of the National Water 

Act. In this regard an appeal has been lodged with the Water Tribunal against the water-use license and is set down for 

hearing on 24 to 26 July 2018; 

4. Judicial review of the decisions of the Minister of Environmental Affairs and the Minister of Mineral Resources to 

permit commercial mining in the Mabola Protected Environment in terms of NEMPAA, before the Gauteng Division of 

the High Court, Pretoria (Case No. 50779/17) and set down for hearing on 16 to 18 October 2018. 
11 It is to be noted that both the coal wash plant and the discard dump were excluded in the Final Environmental Impact 

Assessment Report, following rejection of Atha’s previous EIAR by the Department of Environmental Affairs. Atha has no 

authorisation to construct either a wash plant or a discard dump. 
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27.3.10. Parking area; 

27.3.11. Sewerage plant; 

27.3.12. Water treatment plant; 

27.3.13. Pollution control dam; 

27.3.14. Weigh bridge and office; 

27.3.15. Perimeter cut off trench and related facilities 

(this part ends by, “not an exhaustive list”). 

28. As regards land use and zoning, the application simply states that: 

28.1. The subject property is situated in an area which may generally be described as being used for bona 

fide agricultural purposes. The same land use regime applies to the properties in the immediate 

vicinity. The area is predominantly used for agricultural purposes. The subject property itself is used 

for a mix of farming activities, including livestock grazing and the cultivation of crops. Typical 

homesteads (8 in total) and associated yards are scattered over the extent of the subject property, 

occupied by farm employees and their families. (para 4.1) 

28.2. The subject property is not situated within the boundaries of an existing town planning or land use 

scheme. The town planning scheme of Volksrust is limited with regard to its geographical extent 

and does not include the subject property within its current boundaries. The same applies generally 

to the properties abutting on the subject property.12 (para 4.2) 

28.3. It follows that the subject property does not enjoy any official land use rights associated with a 

town planning or land use scheme at present.13 (para 4.3) 

                                                 
12 This means that any land use and change thereof is regulated by s26(3) and (4) of SPLUMA read with Reg 18 of the SPLUM 

Regulations. 
13 Yzermyn 96 HT, Portion 1 is, according to a zoning certificate obtained from the Municipality on 20 January 2017, zoned for 

agricultural uses. That is according to the land use scheme that is currently in place. In this regard, section 26(2) of SPLUMA, 

read with Schedule 2 thereof would apply, in terms of which there would need to be a public consultation in terms of s26(5) in 

order to change the current land use scheme. 
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29. As regards the development proposal (para 5) the following is stated: 

29.1.  The land development applicant intends to construct/install a number of structures on the subject 

property, a list of which is provided in the application. (para 5.3) 

29.2. The aforesaid structures and infrastructure are matters which have been alluded to in the official 

mining right procured by the land development applicant in this matter in terms of the MPRDA. 

Although the mining right pertains to properties in addition to the subject property, the 

development proposal which forms the subject of this matter (as part of the application to 

authorise the use of the land for mining purposes) is limited to the subject property, where such 

top structures and infrastructure are to be erected. (para 5.4) 

30. As regards socio-economic factors and employment, the application indicates: 

30.1. Mining plays an important role “in the South African economy and, more particularly, its ability to 

generate employment and to contribute in a meaningful manner to rural/local economies. The subject 

property is inherently part of a rural economy […] having regard to the results of the socio economic 

study conducted as part of the application for the mining right […] it is evident that, what is intended 

on a small part of the subject property (by way of mining activities) will indeed leverage various 

economic advantages to the benefit of the receiving rural environment, in a positive alignment with 

the stated objectives and plans forming part of the National Development Plan 2030.” (para 8.1, page 

8)   

30.2. “The Economic Growth and Development Path prepared for Mpumalanga Province (MEGDP) has as 

its focal point the creation of decent labour absorbing jobs which will have positive direct, indirect and 

induced effects on the provincial economy and the living standards of its people. The document 

confirms that Mpumalanga Government is committed to local economic development, which promotes 

shared and inclusive growth by the creation of decent local employment opportunities and sustainable 

livelihoods.” 

31. The Report on Socio-Economic Matters, attached as Annexure J to the Application, indicates: 

31.1. “There are potentially 576 employment opportunities during the construction and operational phases, 

and the anticipated lifespan of the mine is calculated at present to be approximately 15 years.” 

(Annexure J, page 6). Note, later on in the report this figure is limited to the operational phase of the 

mine. (Annexure J, page 29)  
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31.2. “The SIA study revealed a variety of social issues raised by key stakeholders. […] One of the key aspects 

was the high level of contention in terms of mining activities within the local area, with high biological 

diversity value areas and a conflict in terms of lack of economic development, and the largely tourism 

and agricultural-based local economy. The local and regional government drive for development and 

service provision often seems to contrast with the rural nature of the area and the key activities and 

sense of place. 

[…] 

The overall socio-economic impact of the proposed Yzermyn Underground Coal Mine is likely to be 

directly related to a number of factors including: the impact of the mine on natural resources (and local 

livelihoods); the degree to which local communities are involved, trained and employed by Atha within 

the mine operations; and the social upliftment that the mine provides to local communities…” 

(Annexure J, page 6) 

31.3. “The low skills level within the local communities is indicative that the skills that are required by 

Atha for the mine are unlikely to be found within the local communities. […] Without [active 

engagement in respect of skills development measures in the local community] this project is unlikely 

to be socio-economically sustainable within the vulnerable socio-economic landscape which 

currently exists within the proposed project area.” (Annexure J, page 6). The Report states further that 

“there are low skills levels within the ADI and therefore the local population may not meet the labour 

requirements of the mine” (Annexure J, page 29). 

31.4. “There are, therefore, a number of positive socio-economic impacts that could result from the 

proposed project, including the potential for employment of local communities and skills development 

opportunities […] There are however, also a number of negative impacts anticipated as a direct result 

and indirect result of the proposed mine. These could include change in sense of place, loss of 

environmental and economic assets, and social conflict.  […] The overall impact of the proposed mine, 

if mitigated correctly, could be positive for the local socio-economic environment. These management 

and mitigation measures will require dedicated resources from Atha to ensure they are effective. These 

measures also need to be implemented prior to the commencement of the construction phase and 

carried out throughout the operational and closure phases of the mine to minimise negative socio-

economic impacts, and maximise positive impacts. (Annexure J, page 6) 

31.5. The occupation and key economic activities in the Local Municipality Area, as outlined in the Socio-

Economic Study indicates that while the vast majority of occupations listed as “not applicable” (65%) 
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and the next highest are “unspecified” (29%), 359 people are employed as “craft and related workers” 

and 148 are employed as “skilled agricultural and fishery workers”. (Annexure J, page 13)  

31.6. The Report further illustrates there are approximately 160 people living within a 2km distance from 

the site, 11 865 people live within a 15km distance of the site, and a further 6 852 within a 25km of the 

site. Thus, within just 25km of the site just less than 19 000 people are likely to be affected. (Annexure 

J, page 17) This does not include additional downstream communities that will be impacted. Income 

for families in these areas “is more than likely from working on nearby farms”. (Annexure J, page 19) 

31.7. Upon closure of the proposed mine, and discontinuation of any employment related to the proposed 

mine, “[t]he reduction in economic activities within the area is particularly significant for the local 

population as (within the ADI) as they are currently reliant on subsistence agriculture and seasonal farm 

and mining work. In addition, locally sourced employees may not be able to move to other areas for 

mining employment […] the loss of employment could, therefore, impact the socio-economic 

environment through the loss of income and livelihoods, and affect this may have on the local economic 

and quality of life for local populations. […] The return of the local economy to agriculture and tourism 

is likely to take 10 years (or longer depending on the degree of impact of the mine on the local physical 

environment). […] Tourism currently plays a key role in the local economy, specifically in the 

Wakkerstroom area. Tourism is also a key economic and social development goal for the Gert Sibande 

District Municipality, as well as the local municipalities. Tourism activities in the local area rely 

predominantly on the natural environment of the Wakkerstroom area and include outdoor adventure, 

birding and cultural/heritage tourism. (Annexure J, pages 34 – 35) 

32. As regards the application details (para 7) the following is stated: 

32.1. The application is submitted to the Municipality in terms of the provisions of the Spatial Planning 

and Land Use Management Act, 16 of 2013 (“SPLUMA”), read with Regulations in terms of SPLUMA, 

2015 (“SPLUMA Regulations”) and the provisions of the Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management By-Law for, inter alia, Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality, 2016 (para 7.1); 

32.2. The application seeks the following relief: 

32.2.1. To change the purpose of the land use attaching to the subject property from the 

existing use of “Agricultural Purposes” as per Schedule 2 of SPLUMA to the proposed 

dual use of “Agricultural Purposes” and “Mining Purposes” as also contemplated in 

Schedule 2 of SPLUMA. The application is brought in terms of Regulation 18(1)(a) of 
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SPLUMA given that no town planning scheme or land use scheme applies to the 

subject property (para 7.2 (1)); 

32.2.2. Under Item 2 (Definitions) to the list of land use purposes published under Schedule 2 

of SPLUMA, the term “Mining Purposes” is defined as meaning “…purposes normally 

or otherwise reasonably associated with the use of land for mining”. It is proposed 

that the latter shall apply to the affected part of the subject property (para 7.2 (2)); 

32.2.3. In terms of Regulation 18(3) of SPLUMA Regulations, application is made to the local 

municipality to determine that the land to which this application relates was 

previously indeed lawfully used for a purpose listed in Schedule 2 of SPLUMA, i.e. 

Agricultural Purposes (para 7.2 (3)); 

32.2.4. Given that the existing Volksrust Town Planning Scheme 1974 (which is defined as a 

land use scheme for the purposes hereof) applies in part to the affected municipal 

area in which the subject property is situated, the relief sought includes an application 

for the incorporation of the land use associated with the subject property into 

aforesaid town planning scheme as contemplated in Regulation 18(1)(a) of SPLUMA 

(para 7.2 (4)); 

32.2.5. By granting relief contemplated above, the determined lawful use of “Agricultural 

Purposes” is proposed to be changed to also include “Mining Purposes” and 

simultaneously, to be incorporated as a land use right in the existing Volksrust Town 

Planning Scheme 1974 under the zoning category of “Special” (para 7.2 (5)); 

32.2.6. For the purposes hereof the draft amendment scheme documents for the aforesaid 

incorporation into the Volksrust Town Planning Scheme 1974 are attached to the 

application as Map 3 (para 7.2 (6)); 

32.2.7. For the purposes hereof it is proposed that the notification procedures (public 

participation) provided for in the local by-law (more particularly, sections 97, 98, 99, 

100 and 101 of the said by-law) shall apply as contemplated in Regulation 18(4) of 

SPLUMA Regulations (para 7.2 (7)); 
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32.2.8. (Para 7.2 (8)) - For the purposes of complying with the provisions of Regulation 18 of 

SPLUMA with regard to the aforesaid relief, the following information is placed on 

record as contemplated in Regulation 18(2) of SPLUMA Regulations, namely: 

(a) Description of the land to which the application relates 

The subject property is described as Portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT, 

Province of Mpumalanga, held under Deed of Transfer T138593/2002. The 

subject property measures 193.8289 ha in extent. 

(b) Land use requested and reason therefore 

The requested land uses are partly for “Mining Purposes” and for “Agricultural 

Purposes” as contemplated in Schedule 2 of SPLUMA. The reason for 

requesting the dual land uses stems from the mining right which attaches to 

the subject property and the ongoing use of the subject property for 

agricultural purposes. In order to give effect to the aforesaid mining right it 

requires of the land development applicant to procure authorisation to use 

the land for such purpose in combination with the agricultural use, and hence 

this application. 

(c) Other information that the municipality may require 

Having regard to the provisions of the by-law of the municipality, this 

application is accompanied by the following: 

(i) A report on traffic and access 

(ii) A report on geotechnical conditions 

(iii) A report on Infrastructure Provision 

(iv) A summary of Environmental Considerations 

(v) A Socio-Economic Study Report 
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(vi) Stormwater Management Plan 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

33. Reference has been made above to legislation referred to in the SRK Consulting Report. The legislation listed 

in that report was identified in June 2011 as providing guidance on the protection and management of the 

environment falling within the boundaries of the Municipality. 

34. SPLUMA was promulgated in 2013 and SPLUMA Regulations came into effect in 2015. 

35. The legislative framework in general widely defines the environment as encompassing both social and 

biophysical elements and makes it clear that consideration of the environment includes, as a priority, the 

needs of present and future generations and communities. It is therefore imperative that any development 

proposal, such as this application, must pay due respect to the existing environmental framework in which 

it would be located. 

36. Section 24 of the Constitution provides: 

“Everyone has the right – 

(a) to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being; and 

(b) to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations, through 

reasonable legislative and other measures that – 

(i) prevent pollution and ecological degradation; 

(ii) promote conservation; and 

(iii) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting 

justifiable economic and social development.” 

37. In terms of NEMA “environment” means the surroundings within which humans exist and that are made up 

of - 

“(i) the land, water and atmosphere of the earth; 

(ii) micro-organisms, plant and animal life; 

(iii) any part or combination of (i) and (ii) and the interrelationships among and between them; and 

(iv) the physical, chemical, aesthetic and cultural properties and conditions of the foregoing that 

influence human health and wellbeing;” 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS 

38. The following objections are raised. 
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A. Failure to comply with criteria for consideration and determination of application by Municipal Planning 

Tribunal (section 53 of the Spatial Planning and Land Use management By-Law – Proclamation 8 of 2016) 

39. A1. Procedure prescribed by s53(1)(b) of the By-law: 

39.1. There has been inadequate, in any, public participation in terms of the public participation 

requirements envisaged in Regulation 18(4) of the SPLUM Regulations. 

39.2. There has been no notification to interested and affected parties known to the Municipality, except 

the publication of the Notice and placing of Notices at the subject property. This is despite the fact 

that it is clear to the Applicant and to the Municipality that the Objectors herein are interested and 

affected parties in terms of section 45(2) of SPLUMA. CER has notified the Municipality of the 

Objectors’ interest in the matter on a number of occasions in correspondence dated 25 January 

2017, 15 February 2017, and 14 June 2017. This correspondence is attached hereto as Annexure 

“D”. 

39.3. In so far as the applicant views the Notice as public participation, this is disputed by the Objectors. 

Regulation 18(4) indicates that public participation procedures for an application in terms thereof 

are the same as determined by the Municipality for a land development and land use application. 

39.4. The Municipality’s SLUM By-Law indicates that notification in the media is required for an 

application for, inter alia, rezoning, and for applications that materially affect the public interest 

(s98(1)(b) and (i)), it must also be served on each owner of an abutting property (s99(1)(c)) and 

must be served on any person who in the opinion of the Municipality has an interest in the matter 

or whose rights may be affected by the approval of the application (s99(1)(d)). 

39.5. In SPLUMA, in the development principles (s7(e)(iv) it states that a principle applying to spatial 

planning, land development and land use management is the principle of good administration 

whereby the preparation and amendment of spatial plans, policies, land use schemes as well as 

procedures for development applications, include transparent processes of public participation 

that afford all parties the opportunity to provide inputs on matters affecting them. 

Section 28(2) of SLUMA also indicates a public participation process is necessary when a land use 

scheme is being amended. 
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39.6. It is submitted that public participation should not be conflated with notification, as the applicant 

seems to do. A notice is wholly inadequate to constitute a public participation and comment 

procedure. Public participation needs to be meaningful. 

40. A2. Desirability s53(1)(c) of the By-Law: 

40.1. This section relates to the desirability of the proposed utilisation of the subject property. The 

proposed utilisation is for the development of surface infrastructure in respect of a proposed 

Yzermyn underground coal mine. The surface infrastructure would be on the subject property. The 

underground coal mine would be beneath the subject property as well as adjacent properties. 

40.2. Thus, the impact of the development will be on both the subject property as well as adjacent 

properties, and properties downstream of this water source area. Yet the application for re-zoning 

is only in respect of the subject property, which is not the only property to be affected by the 

proposed mining activities. 

40.3. The subject property falls within an area of environmental and hydrological significance. The area 

is recognised in spatial development frameworks and national programmes and policies as a 

strategically important area in terms of environmental conservation and water security. The 

following policies reflect this: 

40.3.1. National Protected Area Expansion Strategy, 2009 (“the NPAES”) identifies the 

majority of the affected area as a priority area for inclusion as a protected area in 

terms of NEMPAA. This included the subject property;  

40.3.2. The Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality Spatial Development Framework (SDF) 

published in terms of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2002, 

indicates that the area is a “sensitive natural area” which means that is “should be 

considered as protected and development proposed in the area should be directed by 

the different environmentally sensitive aspects described in the environmental 

section of the SDF. Furthermore, the abundance of conservation and protected areas 

should also be utilised as part of the natural environment to promote the economy 

and tourism in the municipal area by developing the areas to attract tourists and 

promote the attractiveness of the municipality”; 

40.3.3. The environmental section of the SDF indicates: 
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• Operational mines pose a significant threat to the underground water quality; 

• The Wakkerstroom area has high conservation value to the extensive 

wetlands found there, and the spreading coal mining activities is of concern 

as mining would threaten the integrity of the wetlands and other habitats.  

• The high value of the properly functioning ecosystems particularly in terms of 

water services provides an economic justification for their protection and 

restoration. 

• The area is of national importance for water security and plays a crucial role 

as a ‘water factory’ area. 

40.4. Impact on water resources and water security 

40.4.1. The Atlas of National Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas in South Africa (the NFEPA 

Atlas),14 which informs decisions about land use, indicates that the Wakkerstroom 

area, within which the mine area (including the subject property) is located, is 

classified as a priority river and wetland ecosystem. This means that the rivers are still 

in relatively good ecological condition and should remain in relatively good condition 

to contribute to national biodiversity goals and support sustainable use of water 

resources (page 14). It also indicates that wetlands and wetland clusters have to be 

maintained if they are in good ecological condition and rehabilitated to the best 

attainable ecological condition if they are in a substandard ecological condition. (page 

14) 

40.4.2. The Mabola Protected Environment is located in a high water yield area, which areas 

are important “because they contribute significantly to the overall water supply of the 

country. They can be regarded as our water factories, supporting growth and 

development needs that are often a far distance away. Deterioration of water quality 

and quality in these high water yield areas can have a disproportionately large adverse 

effect on the functioning of downstream ecosystems and the overall sustainability of 

growth and development in the regions they support. High water yield areas should 

therefore be maintained in a good condition (A or B ecological category). This requires 

                                                 
14 Available at http://www.wrc.org.za/Pages/DisplayItem.aspx?ItemID=9576&FromURL=%2FPages%2FDefault.aspx%3F  
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minimising land use activities that reduce stream flow in these areas (e.g. plantation 

forestry), as well as any activity that would affect the water quality (e.g. timber mills, 

mining, over-grazing). Wetlands also play an important role in these areas, regulating 

stream flow and preventing erosion.” (NFEPA Atlas page 14) 

40.5. The application makes brief reference to the proposed mine providing employment opportunities 

in the local municipality and surrounding areas. However, it fails to assess the impact that the mine 

will have on employment opportunities, and the job losses that may happen as a result of the 

associated environmental destruction, as well as the impacts on downstream water uses.  

40.6. The SDF illustrates that agriculture, and the services sectors provide far more employment 

opportunities in the Local Municipality than those provided through mining activities. In addition, 

the application itself indicates that the jobs that may be available at the proposed mine, will most 

likely not benefit the local community as the requisite skills needed are not possessed by members 

of the local community.  

40.7. The Application fails to highlight sufficiently that the potential jobs that might be available at the 

proposed mine, will only be available (in varying numbers up to a maximum of 576 cumulatively 

through construction to operation phases) for the anticipated 15-year lifespan of the mine, and will 

not be sourced locally. Thus, these jobs are temporary and an appropriate cost benefit analysis 

would show that the loss of income opportunities far outweighs any benefits in terms of 

employment opportunities offered by the proposed mine.  

40.8. The proposed Yzermyn mine will cause harm to the adjacent landowners and the natural 

environment. The impact of the development should be measured against aspects including safety 

and wellbeing of the community, conservation of the natural and developed environment, the 

impact on present and future employment opportunities within sectors highlighted for growth in 

the Municipal SDF, and effect of the application on existing rights. A development is desirable when 

social, economic and physical circumstances improve for all the affected parties. As detailed in 

paragraphs 18 to 35 above, this is not the case in the present application. 

40.9. Thus, the proposed land-use change is irreconcilable with existing land uses on adjacent and 

abutting properties. The Application fails to determine properly the impact that the land-use 

change, and associated development, will have on the adjacent properties in terms of negative 

impacts. 
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40.10. Given the above captioned negative impacts associated with the planned mining operations, the 

project being applied for is highly undesirable. 

41. A3. Relevant investigations that should be carried out in terms of other laws relevant to the consideration of 

the application s53(1)(f), which have not been carried out: 

41.1. Failure to conduct a public participation process (as required by Regulation 18(4) of the SPLUM 

Regulations); 

41.2. Failure to conduct a public consultation in terms of s26(5) of SPLUMA for a change of the 

Municipality’s current land use scheme; 

41.3. Failure to conduct specialist investigation studies which in terms of the EMF are required during 

the planning phase and authorities’ decision making in Zone 1: Conservation areas, i.e. ecological 

specialist study; aquatic specialist study; surface water specialist study (including flood line 

determination); hydrogeological specialist study; wetland delineation and functionality; 

41.4. Failure to conduct specialist investigation studies which in terms of the EMF are required during 

the planning phase and authorities’ decision making in Zone 2: Agriculture areas, i.e. land capability 

specialist study and agricultural economics specialist study; 

41.5. Failure to conduct specialist investigation studies which in terms of the EMF are required during 

the planning phase and authorities’ decision making in Zone 4: Tourism areas, i.e. heritage impact 

assessment; tourism specialist study.15 

B. Protected environment buffer zone 

42. The subject property falls within an environmentally sensitive area which has been designated a protected 

environment buffer zone, in terms of the MBSP. 

                                                 
15 As regards a socio-economic specialist study, this is contained in Annexure J to Atha’s application. It is dated 19 August 2013 

(5 years prior to the lodgement of the current application). The executive summary therein states that, “There are potentially 

576 employment opportunities [from construction to operational phases of the mine] […]. The low skills level within the local 

communities is indicative that the skills required by Atha for the mine are unlikely to be found within the local communities.” 

Without [active skills development] the project is unlikely to be socio-economically sustainable within the vulnerable socio-

economic landscape which currently exists within the proposed project area. This is repeated in the Conclusion of that report. 
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43. It is biodiversity priority areas that have been identified as protected environmental buffer zones, as 

indicated in on page 6 above.  

44. In the circumstances, a land use change would undermine this special status accorded to the subject 

property. 

45. The applicant, Atha, has attached as annexure I to its application, a report on environmental consideration 

purportedly prepared by a Ms C Baardjes of Eco Partners. In respect of the report: 

45.1. The report is undated and unsigned; 

45.2. It is approximately 5 and a half pages long; 

45.3. It makes no mention of the IDP, EMF, SDP or any of the mandatory environmental policies of 

government; 

45.4. It makes no mention of the environmental significance of the area, the fact that the subject 

property is situated in a protected environment buffer zone or that it lies adjacent to an area 

declared a Protected Area. 

45.5. The environmental practitioner concludes with a far-reaching opinion, i.e. “the impact of the 

Yzermyn Underground Coal Mine on the environment of the area can be mitigated to ensure 

ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting justifiable 

economic and social development”. This opinion is not supported by the scientific research and 

empirical evidence detailed in paragraphs 18 to 35 above. 

46. It is submitted that the applicant’s report on environmental considerations is seriously flawed and that no 

weight can be attached to it for the purposes of the application. 

C. Adjacent to a declared Protected Area 

47. As indicated above, whereas most of the surface workings of the proposed Yzermyn mine will not fall within 

the protected area, they border it. However, the underground mining activities will fall directly within the 

protected area, as will some surface workings and infrastructure, notably, boreholes and pipelines. 
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48. The Mabola Protected Environment is a high-yielding water catchment area composed mostly of wetlands 

and pans that feed into the Limpopo, Tugela, Vaal, Usutu, and Pongola rivers. It is a strategic water source 

area, generating critical water supplies for downstream agricultural, industrial and human water users. The 

area is also made up of the endangered Wakkerstroom Montane grassland ecosystems that support 

endangered species. 

49. The Local Municipality’s SDF acknowledges the importance of the ecological wetland as a vital catchment for 

the abovementioned rivers. The total footprint of the surface infrastructure will be approximately 22.4 ha 

and will be located on the subject property, which is directly adjacent to the Mabola Protected Environment 

and within wetlands and grasslands forming part of the ecosystem. The mining site borders the 

KwaMandhlangampisi Protected Environment. 

50. The impacts of the proposed Yzermyn underground coal mine have been described in detail above, and it is 

clear that permitting the rezoning of the subject property would not serve any purpose whatsoever without 

permitting the change of use of the neighbouring properties which fall in a protected area. Without the 

rezoning of the properties on which the proposed underground mining will occur, the mining cannot 

proceed, rendering the present application for the rezoning of the subject property purposeless and 

therefore irrational. The rezoning of the properties on which the underground mining for this project would 

occur has not been applied for, is not contemplated in the present application, and would in all likelihood be 

refused because such a change in land-use would undermine the declaration of the Protected Area. Precisely 

for this reason, incremental decision-making is not supported in our legal framework. To rezone the subject 

property in these circumstances would be irrational. 

D. Impact on water resources 

51. The hydrological significance of the greater area within which the subject property is situated makes it 

undesirable for any type of land-use change involving mining. The subject property, as well as neighbouring 

properties and the surrounding area where the mine would be located have been recognised in national 

programmes and policies and in spatial development frameworks as falling within an area that is vital from 

a national water security perspective.  

52. The independent studies mentioned in paragraphs 18 and 19 above clearly illustrate that the impact on 

valuable water resources will have disastrous consequences not only for the properties in the direct vicinity 

of the subject property, but also users further afield, downstream, and even neighbouring countries. The 

land-use change application fails to account for these impacts, or even mention them.  
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E. Flawed process to amendment of land use scheme and rezoning 

53. To the extent that an amendment of the Municipality’s land use scheme and rezoning are necessary, as 

prescribed by section 28(2) of SPLUMA, that process has not been followed. As appears hereinbelow, the 

existing use zoning for the subject property is “Agricultural”. 

54. The applicant is seeking a change from that which the subject property is currently lawfully used for in terms 

of Schedule 2 (“agricultural purposes”) to mining. The applicant must apply to the Municipality for 

incorporation of the land use in the town planning scheme or for change of land use, and in this regard 

section 28 of SLUMA would find application. The Objectors are not aware of any lodgement of an application 

in terms of section 28 of SPLUMA.  

F. Management zone guidelines 

55. Mining is listed in the 2011 SRK Consulting EMF as among “undesirable types of activities” which were “not 

allowed at all” in areas with an environmental attribute of, inter alia, Zone 1: Conservation; Zone 2: 

Agriculture; Zone 4: Tourism. 

56. Section 26(1) of SPLUMA provides that a Land Use Scheme has the force of law and binds all owners and 

users of the land as well as organs of state.  Section 26(2) – (4), provide that land may only be used for the 

purposes permitted by the land use scheme, town planning scheme, and that where no town planning or 

land use scheme applies, until one is approved in terms of SPLUMA, such land may only be used in terms for 

purposes listed in Schedule 2 of the Act. The lawful land uses that applied at commencement of SPLUMA 

were for agricultural purposes, and additionally in respect of properties falling within the Mabola Protected 

Environment, conservation. This is evidenced by the zoning certificate in respect of the subject property, 

attached as Annexure “E” 

G. Development application affecting national interest 

57. Section 52 of SPLUMA deals with development applications affecting national interest. In terms thereof, a 

land development application must be referred to the Minister (Minister of Rural Development and Land 

Reform) where such an application materially impacts on matters within the exclusive functionality of the 

national sphere in terms of the Constitution; strategic national policy objectives,16 principles or priorities 

                                                 
16 The National Development Plan 2030 (NDP), provides that there is an urgent need to “ensure protection of water resources 

and the environment in Mpumalanga Highveld coal fields, upstream of the Vaal and Loskop dams” and that “local planning 

should also ensure that groundwater resources are optimally used” (page 180). It further states that a key policy issue is the 
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including… international relations and co-operation; land use for a purpose which falls within the functional 

area of the national sphere of government. 

58. On 9 December 2011 the Minister of Water and Environmental Affairs published in terms of section 52(1)(a) 

of the NEMBA, a national list of ecosystems that are threatened and in need of protection (GN 1002 in GG 

34809 dated 9 December 2011). The Wakkerstroom/Luneburg Grasslands (MP11) was listed as an 

endangered ecosystem. The area now comprising the Mabola Protected Environment and the proposed 

mine area, as well as the subject property, is located in the Wakkerstroom/Luneburg Grasslands endangered 

ecosystem. 

59. On 31 May 2012 the Minister of Mineral Resources signed off on the DMR’s Annual Report for 2011/12. The 

Minister stated that “[t]he previous extension of the moratorium in Mpumalanga was due to the complex 

nature of environmental challenges in that province. It culminated in over 41 rights that are located in 

Wakkerstroom and Chrissiesmeer being identified as those belonging to the category of environmentally 

sensitive areas and consequently action has been taken to prohibit mining within those areas.” 

60. In August 2011 the Water Research Commission, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), 

South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI), the Department of Water Affairs (now the Department 

of Water and Sanitation) and the Department of Environmental Affairs published the Atlas of National 

Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas in South Africa (“the NFEPA Atlas”).17  The Minister of Water and 

Environmental Affairs said in the foreword to the NFEPA Atlas that it was essential that water is dealt with 

in an integrated and cooperative manner across key government departments and that the NFEPA Atlas 

would inform decisions about land use. The following things appear from the NFEPA Atlas: 

60.1. The Wakkerstroom area, within which the proposed mine area is located, is classified as a priority 

river and wetland ecosystem (pp. 20 and 22); 

60.2. River Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas are rivers that are still in relatively good ecological 

condition occurring in healthy catchments and should remain in relatively good condition to 

contribute to national biodiversity goals and support sustainable use of water resources. The 

                                                 
guidance of water management approaches and strategic planning decisions “on general economic and social development, as 

well as environmental protection” and that geographic areas where this is needed include “Mpumalanga Highveld coalfields – a 

balance between environmental protection, agriculture, energy requirements and water resources” (page 181). 

In addition, the NDP 2030 also recognizes the importance of policy and regulatory frameworks determining “the environmental 

and social costs of new developments and ensur[ing] the conservation and restoration of protected areas” (page 199). 
17 Available at: http://www.wrc.org.za/Pages/DisplayItem.aspx?ItemID=9576&FromURL=%2FPages%2FDefault.aspx%3F. 
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surrounding land and stream networks need to be managed in a way that maintains the good 

condition of the river reach (p. 14); 

60.3. Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Wetlands and Wetland Clusters must be maintained if they are in 

good ecological condition and rehabilitated to the best attainable ecological condition if they are 

in a substandard ecological condition (p. 14); and 

60.4. The area now comprising the Mabola Protected Environment is located in a high-water yield area, 

which areas are important “because they contribute significantly to the overall water supply of the 

country. They can be regarded as our water factories, supporting growth and development needs 

that are often a far distance away. Deterioration of water quantity and quality in these high water 

yield areas can have a disproportionately large adverse effect on the functioning of downstream 

ecosystems and the overall sustainability of growth and development in the regions they support. 

High water yield areas should therefore be maintained in a good condition (A or B ecological 

category). This requires minimising land use activities that reduce stream flow in these areas (e.g. 

plantation forestry), as well as any activity that would affect water quality (e.g. timber mills, mining, 

over-grazing). Wetlands also play an important role in these areas, regulating stream flow and 

preventing erosion…” (p. 44)  

60.5. The impacts of the proposed development will clearly cut across various government departments. 

The environmental issues pertaining to the subject property and surrounding areas have already 

been receiving ministerial attention at national level from various perspectives including the 

environment, mining, water, etc. 

60.6. Mention has been made above of the scientific environmental studies that have been undertaken 

by environmental specialists which highlight, inter alia,  dewatering of aquifers; decant of 

contaminated ground water and acid mine drainage; impact on flora and fauna; harm to local 

communities in a water source area that is strategic at a national level. 

60.7. The SRK Consulting Report making up the Municipality’s EMF stated that the South African 

government is a signatory to a number of relevant international agreements in respect to which 

the decisions relating to the proposed mining development will have a direct impact. 

60.8. The EMF furthermore says that the Municipality is situated in the headwaters of three major rivers 

and Water Management Areas, namely Upper Vaal, Thukela and Usutu to Mhlathuze. This area has 

14 quaternary catchments. The Thukela Water Management Area is the source of water for the 
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Thukela-Vaal Transfer Scheme which, inter alia, transfers water from Thukela River catchment to 

the Sterkfontein Dam in the Vaal River system (para 3.2.6). 

60.9. In addition, this area forms part of the Enkangala Drakensberg Strategic Water Source Area that 

constitutes the headwaters of the Usutu River System, via Assegaai River. The Usutu River flows 

through Swaziland and, after joining the Pongola River, flows into Mozambique, where it is known 

as the Maputo River. Accordingly, the health of the Usutu River System is also relevant to South 

Africa’s international obligations to Swaziland and Mozambique.18 

61. It is submitted that on the above evidence section 52(2) of SPLUMA applies in that a positive outcome to the 

application: 

61.1. May be prejudicial to the economic or health interests of one or more provinces (i.e. Mpumalanga, 

KwaZulu Natal and Gauteng) or the Republic as a whole; 

61.2. May impede the effective performance of the functions by one of more municipalities or provinces 

relating to matters within their functional area of legislative competence. 

62. In the premises, it is submitted that this is an application envisaged in section 52 of SPLUMA which would 

affect the national interest. The Local Municipality must recommend that the Tribunal must accordingly refer 

the application to the Minister. 

63. There is no evidence that Atha has submitted this application to the Minister. Accordingly, in terms of section 

52, read with section 87 of the SPLUM By-law, it is incumbent upon the Municipal Planning Tribunal to direct 

that such application be referred to her to decide, alternatively, to inform the Minister of the application and 

                                                 
18 The Strategic Water Source Areas of SA were mapped in terms of the National Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Area Project- 

referred to in paras 33.4.1 and 53 above. 

 

In addition, the Revised Protocol on Shared Water Courses in the SADC (which was signed in 2000 and came into effect in 2003) 

lists the Usuthu/Pongola river system as a major river system shared with neighbouring countries: Mozambique and Swaziland. 

One of the aspects that need to be considered in terms of the general principles of international customary law in this regard is 

the principle of prevention of significant harm (which is also mentioned in the UN Watercourses Convention.  

 

Art 3(10) of the Revised Protocol: says “State Parties shall, in utilising a shared watercourse in their territories, take all 

appropriate measures to prevent the causing of significant harm to other Watercourse States.” 

 

Art 4(1) provides for a communication procedure for implementation of planned measures. This includes consultations and 

negotiations between the States. In addition, Art 4(2) provides specifically for environmental protection and preservation, 

including protection and preservation of ecosystems and prevention, reduction and control of pollution.  

Available at: http://www.sadc.int/files/3413/6698/6218/Revised_Protocol_on_Shared_Watercourses_-_2000_-_English.pdf 
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supply her with a copy of the application for her comment as a party to an application affecting the national 

interest.  

CONCLUSION 

64. Considering the above, the Objectors seek the following relief: 

64.1. that Atha’s application for land-use change of the subject property be referred to the Minister in 

terms of section 52 of SPLUMA for her decision either to be joined as a party in the application, or 

to direct that the application be referred to her to decide; and  

64.2. that the application be dismissed either by the Municipal authority or by the Minister, as the case 

may be. 

Yours faithfully 

CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS 

 

per:  

 

Sally Hurt 

Attorney 
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DR. PIXLEY KA ISAKA SEME PLAASLIKE MUNISIPALITEIT
KENNISGEWING VAN AANSOEK INGEVOLGE REGULASIE

18(1)(b) VAN DIE RUIMTELIKE BEPLANNING- EN
GRONDGEBRUIKSBESTUURSREGULASIES:

GRONDGEBRUIKBESTUUR EN ALGEMENE SAKE, 2015,
SAAMGELEES MET ARTIKEL 98 VAN DIE RUIMTELIKE

BEPLANNING- EN GRONDGEBRUIKS-
BESTUURSVERORDENING VIR DR PIXLEY KA ISAKA SEME

PLAASLIKE MUNISIPALITEIT, 2016
Ek, Peter John Dacomb (ID 590904 5031 082), van The Practice
Group (Edms) Bpk, synde die grondontwikkelingsapplikant, in my
hoedanigheid as gemagtigde agent wat optree namens die houer
van ‘n geldige mynreg relevant tot Gedeelte 1 van die plaas
Yzermyn 96, Registrasie-Afdeling HT, Mpumalanga Provinsie,
waar sodanige mynreg deur die Departement van Minerale
Hulpbronne ingevolge die Minerale en Petroleum Hulpbronne
Ontwikkelingswet, 2002 (Wet 28 van 2002) ten gunste van Atha-
Africa Ventures (Edms) Bpk (Mynmaatskappy) uitgereik is, gee
hiermee kennis ingevolge Artikel 98(1)(i) van die Dr Pixley Ka Isaka
Seme Ruimtelike Beplanning- en Grondgebruiksbestuur
Verordening, 2016, dat ek aansoek gedoen het by die Dr. Pixley Ka
Isaka Seme Plaaslike Munisipaliteit vir ‘n verandering in die gebruik
van die grond van voorgenome eiendom ingevolge Regulasie
18(1)(b) van die Ruimtelike Beplanning- en
Grondgebruiksbestuursregulasies:  Grondgebruiksbestuur en
Algemene Sake, 2015, saamgelees met Skedule 2 van die Ruimelike
Beplanning- en Grondgebruiksbestuurswet, 2013 (SPLUMA), ten
einde bogemelde eiendom vir mynbou doeleindes en verwante
gebruike aan te wend.  Die onderwerpeiendom is geleë ongeveer
in die middel tussen die dorp van Volksrust in the suid-weste en
die dorp van Piet Retief in die noord-ooste, ongeveer 25km noord-
oos van die dorp van Wakkerstroom en ‘n kort afstand suid-wes
van die Dirksiesdorp nedersetting met toegang vanaf die Vaalbank
Pad, naby die aansluiting daarvan met die R543 Provinsiale Pad.
Dit is die voorneme van die applikant (die doel van die aansoek)
om die gebruik van voormelde eiendom te wysig ten einde toe te
laat dat gemelde eiendom vir mynbou- en verwante doeleindes
aangewend word, soos uiteengesit in die Mynreg onder verwysing
MP30/5/1/2/2/1/0069MR, uitgereik deur die Nasionale Departement
van Minerale Hulpbronne, met dien verstande dat die gedeeltes
van voormelde eiendom wat nie vir mynbou doeleindes
aangewend word nie, steeds vir landbou en verwante doeleindes
aangewend sal word.   Enige besware en/of kommentare, ingesluit
redes daarvoor tesame met volle kontakbesonderhede, by gebreke
waaraan die munisipaliteit nie met die persoon of instansie wie
sodanige besware en/of kommentare opper sal kan skakel nie,
moet, in geskrewe vorm, aan die Munisipale Bestuurder, Dr Pixley
Ka Isaka Seme Plaaslike Bestuur, Hoek van  Adelaide Tambostraat
en Dr Nelson Mandelarylaan, Volksrust ingedien word of per pos
aan Privaatsak X9011, Volksrust, 2470 versend word of by wyse
van e-pos na records@pixleykaseme.gov.za versend word vanaf
20 April 2018 (datum van eerste publikasie van die kennisgewing)
tot 28 Mei 2018 (30 dae vanaf datum van publikasie).   Neem verder
kennis dat ingevolge Artikel 21 van die Munisipale Stelselswet,
2000 (Wet 32 van 2000) enige persoon wie van voorneme is om
beswaar aan te teken of vertoë te rig maar nie in staat is om te skryf
nie, gedurende gewone kantoorure en binne voormelde periode
van 30 dae vanaf 20 April 2018, u opwagting by die munisipaliteit
kan maak ten einde sodanige vertoë te laat transkribeer en op
rekord te plaas.  In die verband skakel asseblief mnr. S Makhubu
by telefoon 017-734 6140.  Volle besonderhede en planne (indien
enige) mag besigtig word gedurende gewone kantoorure by die
Munisipale Kantore, hoek van Adelaide Tambostraat en Dr Nelson
Mandelarylaan, Volksrust, vir ‘n periode van 30 dae vanaf die
datum van publikasie van hierdie kennisgewing.  Die
kontakbesonderhede van die verantwoordelike munisipale
amptenaar is:  Mnr. S Makhubu, Tel: 017-734 6140, Faks: 086 523
2777, Epos: skhumbuzum@pixleykaseme.gov.za.  Adres van
Applikant: The Practice Group (Edms) Bpk, Hoek van Brooklynweg
en Eerstestraat, Menlo Park, Pretoria, 0081, of Posbus 35895, Menlo
Park 0102, Tel: 012-362 1741 (Verwysing 700/299).  Datum van
Publikasie: 20 April 2018.  Sluitingsdatum vir besware/vertoë: 28
Mei 2018

Notices /  Kennisgewings
DR. PIXLEY KA ISAKA SEME LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

NOTICE OF AN APPLICATION IN TERMS OF REGULATION
18(1)(b) OF THE SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE

MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS: LAND USE MANAGEMENT
AND GENERAL MATTERS, 2015 READ WITH SECTION 98 OF

THE SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT
(SPLUM) BY-LAW  FOR DR PIXLEY KA ISAKA SEME LOCAL

MUNICIPALITY, 2016
I, Peter John Dacomb (ID 590904 5031 082), of The Practice Group
(Pty) Ltd, being the land development applicant in my capacity as
the authorized agent acting for the holder of a valid mining right
relevant to Portion 1 of the Farm Yzermyn 96, Registration Division
HT, Province of Mpumalanga, which property is subject to a mining
right was issued by the Department of Mineral Resources in terms
of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002
(Act 28 of 2002) in favour of Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd (Mining
Company), hereby give notice in terms of Section 98(1)(i) of the Dr.
Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Municipal By-law on Spatial Planning and
Land Use Management, 2016, that I have applied to the Dr. Pixley Ka
Isaka Seme Local Municipality for the change of land use on the
aforesaid property in terms of Regulation 18(1)(b) of the Spatial
Planning and Land Use Management Regulations: Land Use
Management and General Matters, 2015, read with Schedule 2 of the
Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013, in order to
use the subject property for mining and ancillary purposes. The
subject property is situated approximately midway between the town
of Volksrust in the south-west and the town of Piet Retief in the
north-east, approximately 25km north-east of the village of
Wakkerstroom and a short distance south-west of the settlement of
Dirkiesdorp, with access from the Vaalbank Road, close to its
intersection with the R543 Provincial Road.  The intention of the
applicant (purpose of the application) in this matter is to change the
land use of the aforesaid property in order that such may be used
for mining and ancillary purposes, as stipulated in mining right MP30/
5/1/2/2/1/0069MR, issued by the National Department of Mineral
Resources, whilst using the unaffected parts of the aforesaid property
for ongoing agricultural and ancillary purposes.  Any objection(s)
and/or comment(s), including reasons for such objection(s) and/or
comment(s) with full contact details, without which the municipality
cannot correspond with the person or body submitting the
objection(s) or comment(s), shall be lodged with or made in writing
to:  The Municipal Manager, Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local
Municipality, c/o Adelaide Tambo Street and Dr Nelson Mandela
Drive, Volksrust or Private Bag X9011, Volksrust, 2470, or
records@pixleykaseme.gov.za from 20 April 2018 (date of publication
of the notice) until 30 May 2018 (30 days after date of publication).
Further note that, in terms of Section 21 of the Municipal Systems
Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000), any person who wants to object or make
representations, but cannot write may, during office hours, within a
period of 30 days from  20 April 2018, attend at the Municipality to
transcribe such representations or objections and to place same on
record.  In this regard please contact Mr. S Makhubu at 017 734
6140.  Full particulars and plans (if any) may be inspected during
normal office hours at the Municipal Offices, c/o Adelaide Tambo
Street and Dr Nelson Mandela Drive, Volksrust, for a period of 30
days from the date of publication of the notice in the Provincial
Gazette.  The contact details of the responsible municipal official
are:  Mr. S Makhubu, Tel: 017 734 6140, Fax: 086 523 2777, Email:
skhumbuzum@pixleykaseme.gov.za.  Address of applicant: The
Practice Group (Pty) Ltd, Cnr of Brooklyn Road and First Street,
Menlo Park, Pretoria, 0081, or PO Box 35895, Menlo Park 0102, Tel:
012-362 1741 (Reference 700/299).  Date of publication: 20 April 2018.
Closing date for any objections/comment 2018

Vacancy  /
Vakante Pos

CMR het Vrydag,  4 Mei  2018 heerlike
pannekoek te koop.  Saterdag, 5 Mei 2018
om 10:00 word ‘n oggendtee en
gesondheidspraatjie aangebied.  Ons
spreker is  Me. Melanie Krause en kaartjies
word verkoop by die CMR kantoor @R80
p/p.  Kantoor: Tel: 017 735 5808.
~ CMR groete ~

Access Point

Miltec

Products

Wakkerstroom

rek

CMR
Dis wat ons doen ...

CMR Volksrust is op soek na ‘n persoon
wat die Vukuzakhe Womens Club vroue kan
oplei met die maak van naaldwerk en
huishoudelike items.  Die doel van hierdie
groep is om die vrouens te bemagtig om ‘n
inkomste te kan genereer en geld te kan
verdien om hul gesinne te voed.  Indien u
belangstel kan  u die CMR kantoor skakel
vir meer inligting.  Tel: 017 735 5808.

CMR

Dis wat ons doen ...

Bulldozer (CAT D8R),
Front End Loader

(CAT 966H) & Water
Tank Truck Code 14

Universal Plant Hire is seeking
experienced local Operators to
commence immediately.
Requirements:
Minimum 5 years Experience
Must have a valid Competency
Certificate & Driving License
Must reside in close proximity to
Majuba Power Station
Closing Date: 30/04/2018
Forward CV with references to
nothile@universaltrading.co.za
Contact Niresh: 072 918 7226
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MPUMALANGA TOURISM AND PARKS AGENCY

DECLARATION OF THE CHRISSIESMEER PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT
IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: PROTECTED AREAS

ACT, 2003 (ACT NO. 57 of 2003) (AS AMENDED)

Notice is hereby given by the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for the Department of
Economic Development, Environment and Tourism in Mpumalanga Province, Mrs. Y.N.
Phosa, in terms of Section 28 (1)(a)(i) and (b) of the National Environmental Management:
Protected Areas Act, 2003 (Act No. 57 of 2003) (as amended) of the declaration of the
CHRISSIESMEER PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT, located in the Chief Albert Luthuli Local
Municipality and the Msukaligwa Local Municipality on the properties, the boundaries of which
are as indicated in the Schedule hereto.

The purpose for the declaration of the Chrissiesmeer Protected Environment is as follows:

To enable the owners of the land to take collective action to conserve biodiversity on
their land and to seek legal recognition therefor (28)(2)(b);
To protect the area if the area is sensitive to development due to its biological
diversity, natural characteristics, scenic and landscape value and the provision of
environmental goods and services (28)(2)(c)(i)(ii)(iv)(v);
To protect a specific ecosystem (28)(2)(d)
To ensure that the use of natural resources in the area is sustainable (28)(2)(e);

The Chrissiesmeer Protected Environment Landowners Association is, in terms of Section 38
(2) (b), assigned as the Management Authority of the Chrissiesmeer Protected Environment.

SCHEDULE: Description of the Chrissiesmeer Protected Environment

Property Description Size Title deed number

Farm Name P n

Appeldoorn 38 IT R 385.4394 T31304/1966

Appeldoorn 38 IT 10 385.1814 T10647/1983

Appeldoorn 38 IT 4 297.4169 T10647/1983

Appeldoorn 38 IT R/2 297.4131 T89780/1996

Bellevue 76 IT 2 511.6751 T28381/1996

Bellevue 76 IT 1 694.2934 746360/1997

Bellevue 76 IT R/3 513.9061 T3655/1996
T10719/2009

Bellevue 76 IT 4 202.7057 T44765/1995

Borderland 63 IT R 215.5634 T9223/1986

Borderland 63 IT 1 65.0964 T59967/1980

Bothwell 90 IT R/1 570.062 133372/1975

Bothwell 90 IT 6 142.1815 T36846/1980

Bothwell 90 IT 5 85.6532 T63959/1990

Bothwell 90 IT R 463.5645 T3569/1985

Bothwell 90 IT R/8 288.0811 T152783/2001

Coalbank 129 IT 2 429.6967 T48334/1984

Coalbank 129 IT 4 428.269 T46676/1980

Coalbank 129 IT 5 428.2901 T46676/1980
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De Goedverwachting 57 IT 3 291.1095 T101299/2004

Driefontein 114 IT 3 199.5722 T70804/2006

Driefontein 114 IT 4 157.068 T28775/2005

Driefontein 114 IT 10 171.3093 T70804/2006

Driefontein 114 IT 11 3.2281 170804/2006

Driefontein 114 IT 5 251.9003 T52242/2007

Driefontein 114 IT R/2 547.0637 T121828/1999

Driefontein 114 IT 6 251.7619 T52241/2007

Driefontein 114 IT 8 170.6283 T121727/1999
T121828/1999

Driefontein 114 IT 7 251.7533 T101525/1995

Driefontein 114 IT 9 81.3191 T101524/1995

Driefontein 114 IT R 290.6512 1121827/1998

Edenvale 100 IT R/1 520.9863 T19474/2008

Elandsfontein 34 IT 2 50.9323 T9223/1986

Fairview 62 IT R/1 624.3504 T5295/1980

Fairview 62 IT 2 342.6128 T5295/1980

Fairview 62 IT R 1006.4265 T52619/2006

Florence 78 IT 2 186.3685 T23496/1980

Florence 78 IT 3 454.0933 T117387/2001

Florence 78 IT 6 428.244 T137675/2001

Florence 78 IT R/4 139.8888 T63959/1990

Florence 78 IT 7 282.6556 163959/1990

Florence 78 IT R 428.2923 154985/1981

Florence 78 IT 1 510.7044 168993/1989

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT R/1 351.6592 T66166/2002

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT R/2 129.9517 T68765/1988

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT 4 101.2525 168765/1988

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT R/5 129.9971 T56496/2002

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT 6 342.6485 T68765/1988

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT 7 856.542 T56496/2002

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT 8 130.4212 T56496/2002

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT 9 130.3601 T68765/1988

Gemsbokheuwel 87 IT R 517.607 T13471/1966

Glentyan 64 IT 7 101.7613 T9395/1981

Glentyan 64 IT R 230.2485 T24250/1995

Glentyan 64 IT 5 72.5313 124250/1995

Glentyan 64 IT R/1 205.5362 120107/1992

Glentyan 64 IT 2 217.2796 122833/1980

Glentyan 64 IT 4 211.3652 T22833/1980

Glentyan 64 IT 3 204.1197 T142959/1999

Glentyan 64 IT 8 230.2458 116136/1996

Goedehoop 103 IT R/1 198.002 126903/1983

Goedehoop 103 IT 6 104.5633 T29945/2002

Goedehoop 103 IT 7 209.1269 T13812/1988

Goedehoop 103 IT 2 197.0024 18100/2012

Goedehoop 103 IT 5 161.8845 T131556/1998
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Goedehoop 103 IT 9 789.6099 T4545/2009
Goedehoop 103 IT R 262.554 T8100/2012

Goedehoop 103 IT 3 505.3539 T2130/2013

Goedehoop 106 IT R/1 540.0482 T70805/2006

Goedverwachting 81 IT 7 169.744 T6547/1995

Goedverwachting 81 IT 14 309.2081 T42277/2005

Grasdal 94 IT 1 1198.6109 T1364/2009

Hamilton 99 IT R 317.545 T115310/1996

Hamilton 99 IT R/2 172.1629 T9187/2008

Hamilton 99 IT 6 403.2139 T9187/2008

Harwar 58 IT R 533.8605 T139127/2002

Harwar 58 IT 1 770.8788 1115540/2006

Iona 77 IT R/6 254.5099 T15850/2008

lona 77 IT 8 254.5097 T15849/2008

Iona 77 IT 9 254.5097 T15851/2008

Iona 77 IT 5 600.1426 T15848/2008

Iona 77 IT R /1 207.3209 T9184/2008

lona 77 IT 3 274.6655 79184/2008

Iona 77 IT 4 149.8945 T9184/2008

Joubertsfontein 138 IT R/1 339.7572 T48334/1984

Joubertsfontein 138 IT R 724.2534 T23211/1980

Kelvinside 95 IT 5 411.478 T23401/1991

Kelvinside 95 IT R/10 42.8266 T26735/1983

Kelvinside 95 IT 11 171.6538 T23401/1991

Kelvinside 95 IT 12 42.8266 T79358/2000

Knockdhu 93 IT 3 171.3064 T54084/2002

Knockdhu 93 IT R/5 191.8677 T118810/2006

Knockdhu 93 IT 6 262.5271 T54084/2002

Knockdhu 93 IT 10 63.3789 T118812/2006

Knockdhu 93 IT 11 171.353 T118812/2006

Knockdhu 93 IT 14 227.5536 T65814/2003

Knockdhu 93 IT R/1 428.266 T160344/2004

Knockdhu 93 IT 12 164.6582 T160344/2004

Knockdhu 93 IT R 48.4807 T65815/2003

Knockdhu 93 IT 8 119.461 T65815/2003

Knockdhu 93 IT R/9 171.263 T65815/2003

Knockdhu 93 IT 13 236.6836 T65815/2003

Lake Banagher 102 IT 4 355.8957 T19474/2008

Lake Banagher 102 IT 6 342.6118 T19474/2008

Lake Banagher 102 IT R/1 342.6068 T2130/2013

Lake Banagher 102 IT 3 513.9201 T2130/2013

Lake Banagher 102 IT 5 342.6121 T2130/2013

Lake Chrissie 92 IT 2 228.0516 T81526/2002

Lake Chrissie 92 IT 4 228.0516 T81526/2002

Lake Chrissie 92 IT 7 114.0273 T81526/2002
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Lake Chrissie 92 IT 8 85,6532 T12628/2011

Lake Chrissie 92 IT R/1 523.4482 T131556/1998

Lake Chrissie 92 IT 3 171.3064 T16851/2008

Lake Chrissie 92 IT 5 228.0516 T16852/2008

Lake Chrissie 92 IT R/6 114.0244 T16852/2008

Leliefontein 79 IT 6 54.6529 T30809/1977

Leliefontein 79 IT 5 346.747 T18867/1992

Leliefontein 79 IT R 667.3021 T15096/1983

Lettieskeus 105 IT 5 94.6739 T28775/2005

Lettieskeus 105 IT R 43.5874 T121827/1999

Lettieskeus 105 IT 3 228.0359 126382/1997

Lettieskeus 105 IT 4 197.2908 126382/1997

Lettieskeus 105 IT 8 392.0831 126382/1997

Lettieskeus 110 IT 0 464.476 T80908/2003

Liefgekozen 119 IT R 152.4242 T6912/1994

Liefgekozen 119 IT 3 806.8531 T142383/2004

Lillieburn 74 IT R/2 128.477 T9395/1981

Lillieburn 74 IT R/5 241.1269 T9395/1981

Lillieburn 74 IT 6 128.4812 T9395/1981

Lillieburn 74 IT 10 342.6116 T9396/1981

Lillieburn 74 IT R/1 183.8674 T9395/1981

Lusthof 60 IT 2 487.1687 T57141/1997

Lusthof 60 IT 5 513.9167 T18352/2008

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT R/1 89.5634 T70804/2006

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT R/2 214.4215 T70804/2006

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT 5 103.6389 T70804/2006

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT 7 225.7617 T70804/2006

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT 3 318.1674 T12825/1995

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT R 318.1873 T121827/1999

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT R/4 171.0052 T155493/2002

Magdalenasmeer 116 IT 6 85.5076 T69825/1991

Mooifontein 35 IT 4 328.9093 T14137/1999

Mooifontein 35 IT R/1 278.5755 T112091/2005

Mooigelegen 117 IT 4 203.9974 T70804/2006

Mooigelegen 117 IT R 61.7245 T70804/2006

Mooigelegen 117 IT R/1 632.9771 T155492/2002

Mooigelegen 117 IT 2 806.8531 T69825/1991

Mooigelegen 117 IT R/3 489.508 T142383/2004

Mooigelegen 117 IT 5 173.876 T155493/2002

Mooigelegen 117 IT 6 1.7131 T155492/2002

Mooigelegen 117 IT 9 315.632 T142383/2004

Nooitgedacht 89 IT 1 511.4781 T16487/2008

Nooitgedacht 89 IT R 479.1112 T6077/2009

Nooitgedacht 89 IT 2 479.1112 145107/1974

Nooitgedacht 89 IT 3 479.114 133622/1973

Nooitgedacht 89 IT 4 479.1112 133621/1973

Simonsdal 88 IT 3 513.9263 T5881/2008
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Simonsdal 88 IT 5 700.132 T5882/2008

Simonsdal 88 IT 1 85.6532 T63959/1990

Simonsdal 88 IT 2 171.3064 T63959/1990

Simonsdal 88 IT 4 256.9596 T22654/1966

Smitfield 130 IT 17 398.2107 T101526/1995

Smitfield 130 IT R/6 164.023 T111250/1996

Smitsfield 1181T 0 285.4696 T48334/1984

Smitsfield 130 IT R 518.1233 126382/1997

Smitsfield 130 IT 4 197.4335 T26382/1997

Smitsfield 130 IT 18 518.1234 126382/1997

Smitsfield 130 IT 5 348.1774 T101527/1995

Smitsfield 130 IT 11 184.1544 T101527/1995

Smitsfield 130 IT 15 194.2598 T111250/1996

Smitsfield 130 IT R/8 176.9295 T101524/1995

Tevreden 56 IT 8 187.859 T139127/2002

Tevreden 56 IT 3 479.7692 T101299/2004

Tevreden 56 IT R/1 417.5265 113468/1966

Tevreden 56 IT R/5 428.266 112810/1975

Tevreden 56 IT 9 428.2731 112811/1975
The Pearl 75 IT 1 608.6459 T60591/1997

The Pearl 75 IT 2 607.581 T152612/2005

The Pearl 75 IT 3 606.5146 T63101/1997

The Pearl 75 IT R 605.4239 T46360/1997

Vryheid 59 IT 0 612.6431 T30809/1977

Welgelegen 107 IT R/4 376.5159 194734/1998

Welgelegen 107 IT 10 188.2598 T94734/1998

Weltevreden 104 IT R 189.7733 T61669/2006

Weltevreden 104 IT 4 173.9559 T61669/2006

Weltevreden 104 IT 2 676.1463 T28775/2005

Weltevreden 104 IT 3 173.9988 T28775/2005

Weltevreden 104 IT R/1 606.9395 T29943/2002
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CHRISSIESMEER PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT
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MPUMALANGA TOURISM AND PARKS AGENCY

DECLARATION OF THE MABOLA PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT
IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: PROTECTED AREAS

ACT, 2003 (ACT NO. 57 of 2003) (AS AMENDED)

Notice is hereby given by the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for the Department of
Economic Development, Environment and Tourism in Mpumalanga Province, Mrs. Y.N.
Phosa, in terms of Section 28 (1)(a)(i) and (b) of the National Environmental Management:
Protected Areas Act, 2003 (Act No. 57 of 2003) (as amended) of the declaration of the
MABOLA PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT, located in the Pixley ka Seme Local Municipality
on the properties, the boundaries of which are as indicated in the Schedule hereto.

The purpose for the declaration of the Mabola Protected Environment is as follows:

To enable the owners of the land to take collective action to conserve biodiversity on
their land and to seek legal recognition therefor (28)(2)(b);
To protect the area if the area is sensitive to development due to its biological
diversity, natural characteristics, scenic and landscape value and the provision of
environmental goods and services (28)(2)(c)(i)(ii)(iv)(v);
To protect a specific ecosystem (28)(2)(d)
To ensure that the use of natural resources in the area is sustainable (28)(2)(e);

The Mabola Protected Environment Landowners Association is, in terms of Section 38 (2) (b),
assigned as the Management Authority of the Mabola Protected Environment.

SCHEDULE: Description of the Mabola Protected Environment

Property Description Title Deed No. Size (ha)

Tweehoek 128 HT T15244/1982 401.0126

Rust-fontein 129 HT T15244/1982 550.0191

Portion 4 (a ptn of ptn 2) of Mooiplaats 112 HT T17640/2008 209.8503

Remainder of Roodekrans 73 HT T73729/1994 346.3515

Portion 1 of Roodekrans 73 HT T73729/1994 131.9430

Portion 1 of Rivierveld 75 HT 173729/1994 181.6131

Portion 3 of Rivierveld 75 HT T73729/1994 238.6201

Portion 1 of Kromhoek 93 HT T73729/1994 204.3073

Portion 2 of Roodekrans 73 HT T22958/1969 313.3651

Remainder of Vaalbank 74 HT T22956/1969 151.9488

Remainder of Rivierveld75 HT T13749/1967 251.4366

Portion 2 of Rivierveld 75 HI T22957/1969 54.7826

Remainder of Kromhoek 93 HT T25588/1975 980.4206

Portion 8 of Vaalbank 74 HT T22955/1969 151.9488

Goedgevonden 95 HT T138593/2002 739.4455

Remainder of Yzermyn 96 HT T36706/1984 826.1608

Platjesfontein 76 HT T20591/1974 810.0351

Portion 4 of Loskop 105 HT T10781/2012 259.9675

Remainder of Loskop 105 HT T10781/2012 259.8989

Portion 8 of Oudehoutdraai 123 HT T17066/1978 526.4819

Goud-hoek 124 HT T110274/1998 989.3195
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MABOLA PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT
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MPUMALANGA TOURISM AND PARKS AGENCY

DECLARATION OF AN AREA AS PART OF THE KWAMANDLANGAMPISI PROTECTED
ENVIRONMENT

IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: PROTECTED AREAS
ACT, 2003 (ACT NO. 57 of 2003) (AS AMENDED)

Notice is hereby given by the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for the Department of
Economic Development, Environment and Tourism in Mpumalanga Province, Ms. Y.N.
Phosa, in terms of Section 28 (1)(a)(ii) and (b) of the National Environmental Management:
Protected Areas Act, 2003 (Act No. 57 of 2003) (as amended) of the declaration of the areas
as defined in the Schedule hereto to be part of the existing Kwamandlangampisi Protected
Environment.

The purpose for the declaration of the Kwamandlangampisi Protected Environment is as
follows:

To enable the owners of the land to take collective action to conserve biodiversity on
their land and to seek legal recognition therefor (28)(2)(b);
To protect the area if the area is sensitive to development due to its biological
diversity, natural characteristics, scenic and landscape value and the provision of
environmental goods and services (28)(2)(c)(i)(ii)(iv)(v);
To protect a specific ecosystem (28)(2)(d);
To ensure that the use of natural resources in the area is sustainable (28)(2)(e).

The Kwamandlangampisi Protected Environment Landowners Association is in terms of
Section 38 (2) (b) assigned as the Management Authority of the Kwamandlangampisi
Protected Environment.

SCHEDULE: Description of the Expanded Kwamandlangampisi Protected Environment

1. The Remainder of the farm Zaandkraal, No. 99, Situated in the Pixley ka Seme Local
Municipality, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In extent 859,2686 hectares; Title
No. T56137/2005.

2. Portion 1 of the farm Zaandkraal, No. 99, Situated in the Pixley ka Seme Local
Municipality, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In extent 429,9335 hectares; Title
No. T73729/1994.

3. Portion 2 of the farm Zaandrkraal 99, Situated in the Pixley ka Seme Local
Municipality, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In extent 429,6336 hectares; Title
No. T14635/2005

4. Portion 4 of the farm Donkerhoek, No. 172, Situated in the Mkhondo Local
Municipality, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In extent 687,9158 hectares; Title
No. T54902/1984.

5. Portion 2 of the farm Donkerhoek, No. 172, Situated in the Mkhondo Local
Municipality, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In extent 687,9158 hectares; Title
No. T54900/1984.
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MPUMALANGA TOURISM AND PARKS AGENCY

DECLARATION OF THE TAFELKOP NATURE RESERVE
IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: PROTECTED AREAS

ACT, 2003 (ACT NO. 57 of 2003) (AS AMENDED)

Notice is hereby given by the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for the Department of
Economic Development, Environment and Tourism in Mpumalanga Province, Mrs. Y.N. Phosa,
in terms of Section 23 (1) (a) (i) and (b) of the National Environmental Management: Protected
Areas Act, 2003 (Act No. 57 of 2003) (as amended) of the declaration of the TAFELKOP
NATURE RESERVE on the area defined in the Schedule hereto.

The purpose of the declaration of the Tafelkop Nature Reserve is as follows:

To protect the area if the area has significant natural features or biodiversity (23)(2)(b)(i);
and is in need of long-term protection for the maintenance of its biodiversity (23)(2)(b)(iii)

Mr. Izak Johannes Pringle is in terms of Section 38 (2) (a) assigned as the Management
Authority of the Tafelkop Nature Reserve.

SCHEDULE: Description of the Tafelkop Nature Reserve

1. Remainder of the farm TAFELKOP 126, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In
extent: 805.7168 (Eight Zero Five comma Seven One Six Eight) Hectares; Held by Title
Deed No. TO00131361/2001

2. Portion 1 of the farm TAFELKOP 126, Division of HT, Mpumalanga Province; In extent:
402.8555 (Four Zero Two comma Eight Five Five Five) Hectares; Held by Title Deed No.
T000131361/2001
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MPUMALANGA TOURISM AND PARKS AGENCY

DECLARATION OF THE MNDAWE TRUST PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT
IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: PROTECTED AREAS

ACT, 2003 (ACT NO. 57 of 2003) (AS AMENDED)

Notice is hereby given by the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) for the Department of
Economic Development, Environment and Tourism in Mpumalanga Province, Mrs. Y.N.
Phosa, in terms of Section 28 (1)(a)(i) and (b) of the National Environmental Management:
Protected Areas Act, 2003 (Act No. 57 of 2003) (as amended) of the declaration of the
MNDAWE TRUST PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT, located in the Thaba Chweu Local
Municipality on the properties, the boundaries of which are as indicated in the Schedule
hereto.

The purpose for the declaration of the Mndawe Trust Protected Environment is as follows:

To enable the owners of the land to take collective action to conserve biodiversity on
their land and to seek legal recognition therefor (28)(2)(b);
To ensure that the use of natural resources in the area is sustainable (28)(2)(e);

The Mndawe Trust is, in terms of Section 38 (2) (b), assigned as the Management Authority of
the Mndawe Trust Protected Environment.

SCHEDULE: Description of the Mndawe Trust Protected Environment

Property Description Title Deed No. Size (ha)

Portion 2 of the farm DOORNHOEK 60;Division of JT;
Mpumalanga Province

T45477/2007 9,6203

Portion 3 of the farm DOORNHOEK 60;Division of JT;
Mpumalanga Province

T45477/2007 466,2606

Portion 4 of the farm DOORNHOEK 60;Division of JT;
Mpumalanga Province

T45477/2007 21,4133

Portion 8 of the farm DOORNHOEK 60;Division of JT;
Mpumalanga Province

T45477/2007 21,4133

Portion 9 of the farm DOORNHOEK 60;Division of JT;
Mpumalanga Province

T45477/2007 286,3569

Portion 10 of the farm DOORNHOEK 60;Division of JT;
Mpumalanga Province

T45477/2007 21,4133
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                                      2nd Floor, Springtime Studios,     
                                  1 Scott Road, Observatory, 7925     
                                  Cape Town, South Africa    
                                  Tel 021 447 1647, Fax 086 730 9098   
                                  Email info@cer.org.za, www.cer.org.za   
 

Centre for Environmental Rights NPC is a non-profit company with registration number 2009/020736/08, NPO Ref 075-863, PBO No. 930032226 and a Law Clinic registered with the Law Society of the 
Cape of Good Hope  I  Directors: Mohamed Saliem Fakir, Melissa Fourie (Executive), Tracy-Lynn Humby, Stephen Mark Law (Chair), Karabo Matlawa Maelane I 
Attorneys: Aadila Agjee, Tracey Laurel Davies, Melissa Fourie, Catherine Horsfield, Robyn Elizabeth Hugo, Sylvia Kamanja, Matome Lethabo Kapa, Nicole Löser, Suzanne Karen Powell, Christine Karin 
Reddell, Marthán Theart I Office Manager: Li-Fen Chien I Candidate Attorneys: Thobeka Amanda Gumede, Nathan Peter-John Philander I 

Mr Patrick Malibe  
Municipal Manager 
Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
Corner Dr Nelson Mandela Drive and Adelaide Tambo Street 
Volksrust 
 
By email: faith@pixleykaseme.gov.za  
 
cc. Mr Skhumbuzo Makhubo 
  Senior Town Planner 
  Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
  skhumbuzom@pixleykaseme.gov.za  
 
  Mr Bandile Sithebe 
  Town Planner 
  Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
  bandilesthebe@gmail.com  
 
  Mr Morgam Munsamy 
  Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd 
  morgam.munsamy@athagroup.in  
 

25 January 2017 
 

URGENT 
Dear Mr Malibe 
 
APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT OF THE RELEVANT TOWN-PLANNING SCHEME AND IN TERMS OF 
SECTION 66 OF AN APPLICABLE PIXLEY KA SEME MUNICIPAL PLANNING LAND USE BY-LAW AND IN 
TERMS OF THE SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT ACT 16 OF 2013 (SPLUMA) FOR THE 
REZONING OF PORTION 1 OF THE FARM YZERMYN 96 HT 
 

1. We address you at the instance of EarthLife Africa Johannesburg, BirdLife South Africa, the Mining and 
Environmental Justice Community Network of South Africa, the Endangered Wildlife Trust, the Federation 
for a Sustainable Environment, the Bench Marks Foundation, the Association for Water and Rural 
Development (AWARD) and groundWork. 
 

2. Reference is made to the attached Notice in the Volksrust Recorder dated 6 January 2017.  

 
3. The Notice states that “ANY PERSON, WHO WISHES TO OBJECT TO THE APPLICATION OR SUBMIT 

REPRESENTATIONS IN RESPECT THEREOF, MUST LODGE THE SAME IN WRITING TO THE ABOVE 
MENTIONED ADDRESS WITHIN THE PRESCRIDED [sic] NOTICE DATES” and “THE ADVERTISEMENT WILL BE 
THERE FOR A PERIOD OF 21 DAYS FROM 28th OF DECEMBER 2016 TO 25TH OF JANUARY 2017”. These 
statements, and accordingly the Notice, are in conflict with section 100(h) of the Spatial Planning and 
Land Use Management (Splum) By-Law for: Chief Albert Luthuli, Dipaleseng, Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme, 

ANNEXURE D
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Lekwa, Mkhondo and Msukaligwa Local Municipalities1 which provides that the period for the submission 
of comments or objections on an application must not be less than 30 days from the date on which the 
notice was given. Our clients are therefore not, in law, obliged to submit their objections today but, were 
the notice valid (which we dispute), would have at least until 7 February 2017 to do so. 
 

4. The same Splum By-Law prescribes in section 100(a) that the Notice MUST contain the name, identity 
number, physical address and contact details of the applicant. The Notice fails to do so and is deficient 
and invalid for this reason. 
 

5. In addition,  Splum By-Law prescribes in section 100(e) that the Notice MUST  state the contact details of 
the relevant municipal employee. The Notice fails to do so and is deficient and invalid for this reason. 
 

6. In circumstances where the Notice is invalid, the application must be re-advertised and lie for a fresh and 
proper period for inspection. We specifically reserve our clients’ rights in this regard. 
 

7. Notwithstanding the non-compliance with the law above, we in any event hereby record our clients’ 
strong objection to the scheme amendment and/rezoning application to which the Notice relates. Our 
clients reserve their rights to submit detailed objections in due course. They are not able to do so at this 
time, because access to the application has been refused, as set out below:- 

 
a. As per the Notice, we communicated with the Office of the Municipal Manager (located at the above-

mentioned address) for access to the rezoning application as well as the following documentation: 
i. a properly dated zoning certificate for portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT (for which we have already 

paid the required access fees); and  
ii. the relevant town-planning scheme and the scheme regulations. 

 
b. On Thursday, 12 January 2017, Mr Mauritz De Bruin, of the Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT), 

attended at the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality library, town planning office and main 
municipal office and requested access to the application. Mr De Bruin was informed that the 
application was not available for inspection. Instead, the town planning office gave Mr De Bruin a 
contact telephone number for Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd (Uphondolwendlovu). 

 
c. Mr De Bruin telephoned Uphondolwendlovu and left a voice message requesting that they contact 

him. They did not do so. 
 

d. Ms Catherine Horsfield, of the Centre for Environmental Rights (CER) also telephoned 
Uphondolwendlovu. The number rang but was cancelled without the option of voicemail. 

 
e. On Friday, 13 January 2017, Mr De Bruin attended at the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 

town planning office and requested access to the application. The officials at Municipality instead 
provided him with the Environmental Impact Assessment Report and Environmental Management 
Programme (“EIAR/EMPR”) for a proposed coal mine on, inter alia, portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 
HT. The applicant for the EIA application was Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd. 

 
f. Mr Marthán Theart, of the CER, telephonically contacted Mr Bandile Sithebe, a Town Planner in the 

Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality and requested a properly dated zoning certificate for 
portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT (for which the CER had already paid the required access fees) 
and the relevant town-planning scheme and the scheme regulations. Mr Sithebe agreed to upload 
the documents to Dropbox and provide a link to Mr Theart. To date he has not done so. 

 

                                                 
1 Proclamation No. 8 of 22 April 2016 of the Mpumalanga Provincial Gazette No. 2683  
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g. On Monday, 16 January 2017, Mr De Bruin emailed the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
town planning office and recorded that the only document provided by them at such date was the 
EIAR/EMPR. He reiterated the request for the full application as set out in the Notice. 

 
h. On Tuesday, 17 January 2017, Ms Suzanne Powell, of the CER, emailed Morgam Munsamy of Atha-

Africa Ventures (Atha), requesting the application and conveyed the difficulty that the CER and its 
agents had experienced in obtaining the application from the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local 
Municipality. On Thursday, 19 January 2017 Morgam Munsamy replied to Ms Powell’s email, stating 
that the CER’s information was incorrect and that the application could be viewed at the municipality. 
He did not supply a copy of the application. 

 
i. Mr Theart telephonically contacted Mr Sithebe and requested that he meet with Mr Nonkazimlo Mafa 

of EWT, at the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality town planning office to provide to him the 
following documents: 
i. the full application; 

ii. the Spatial Development Framework for the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality (SDF); 
iii. the town-planning (or land use) scheme for the Wakkerstroom area and the applicable scheme 

regulations; and 
iv. a properly dated zoning certificate for portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT. 

Mr Sithebe agreed to meet with Mr Mafa and it was agreed that Messrs De Bruin and/or Mafa 
would contact Mr Sithebe to arrange a suitable meeting time. 

 
j. From Tuesday, 17 January 2017 to Thursday, 19 January 2017, the EWT telephoned Mr Sithebe on 

multiple occasions. None of the calls were answered. 

 
k. On Friday, 20 January 2017, Mr Theart telephonically contacted and emailed Mr Skhumbuzo 

Makhubo, Senior Town Planner, Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality, and requested the 
following documents: 
i. the full rezoning application; 

ii. the SDF; 
iii. the town-planning (or land use) scheme and regulations; and 
iv. a properly dated zoning certificate for portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT. 

Mr Makhubo telephonically agreed to provide the documents. To date he has not done so. 

 
l. In the meantime, Mr Mafa attended at the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality town planning 

office and obtained a draft Spatial Development Framework (dated 30 November 2010) and various 
zoning and other maps for the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality. 
 

m. On Tuesday, 24 January 2017, correspondent attorneys instructed by the CER (Gerhard Botha, Frans 
Rabie Attorneys) attended at the address stated in the Notice for Uphondolwendlovu (1746 Station 
Street, Balfour, Mpumalanga); however, after a thorough search, found that the address does not 
exist. They further attended at the Dipaleseng Municipality town planning office and were informed 
by a Mr Jonas Nkhuta that the office of Uphondolwendlovu is no longer situated in Balfour and were 
given a contact number for Uphondolwendlovu. 
 

n. Ms Thobeka Gumede, of the CER, called the telephone number that was given and spoke to a Mr 
Sibonelo Kubheka from Uphondolwendlovu. Ms Gumede requested that Uphondolwendlovu email 
the application to the CER and explained the difficulty that the CER and their agents had experienced 
in obtaining the application from the Dr. Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality. Mr Kubheka 
requested that the CER send their request by email to uphondolwendlovutownplanners@gmail.com  
which Ms Horsfield duly did. Mr Kubheka replied to Ms Horsfield’s email, refusing to provide the 
application to the CER and requesting the CER to consult the Municipality.  

mailto:uphondolwendlovutownplanners@gmail.com
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8. Our clients hereby object to the application for the Amendment of the relevant Town-Planning Scheme 

in terms of section 66 of Dr Pixley Ka Seme Municipal Planning Land Use By-Law and in terms of the Spatial 
Planning And Land Use Management Act 16 Of 2013, from agriculture to mining for the purpose of coal 
mining.   
 

9. Failing to provide us with a copy of the application has made it impossible for our clients to fully and 
properly answer the proposed scheme amendment and/or rezoning application and to submit detailed 
objections in the time specified in the Notice. This is a contravention of their rights in terms the Promotion 
of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 and the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. 

 
10. We are accordingly instructed to demand, as we hereby do, that the following documentation be 

provided to us by email to chorsfield@cer.org.za and spowell@cer.org.za before close of business on 
Friday, 27 January 2017: 

 
i. the full rezoning application and/or scheme amendment application; 

ii. the Spatial Development Framework for the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality (SDF); 
iii. the town-planning (or land use) scheme for the Wakkerstroom area and the applicable scheme 

regulations; and 
iv. a properly dated zoning certificate for portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT. 

 
11. We record that the obstruction, delay  and refusal to make the rezoning and/or scheme amendment 

application and ancillary documentation available to us and our clients is a violation of our clients’ rights. 
Access to all of the information sought is demanded, as well as a reasonable period, of not less than 30 
days from the date when access is given, to lodge an objection.   
 

12. Should you fail to make the rezoning and/or scheme amendment application and ancillary documentation 
available,our clients will be compelled to seek, inter alia, a mandamus from the High Court to direct you 
to do so.  Be advised that in any such litigation we are instructed to seek a punitive costs order against 

the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality as well as Mr Makhubo and Mr Sithebe de bonis propriis.  
 

13. We reserve our clients’ rights both in respect of the defective notice and to object to the rezoning and/or 
scheme amendment application. 
 
Yours sincerely 
CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS 

per:  
Attorney 
Programme Head: Mining 
Direct email: chorsfield@cer.org.za  

mailto:chorsfield@cer.org.za
mailto:spowell@cer.org.za
mailto:chorsfield@cer.org.za
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Mr Patrick Malibe  
Municipal Manager 
Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
Corner Dr Nelson Mandela Drive and Adelaide Tambo Street 
Volksrust 
 
By email: faith@pixleykaseme.gov.za  
 
cc. Mr Skhumbuzo Makhubo 
  Senior Town Planner 
  Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
  skhumbuzom@pixleykaseme.gov.za  
 
  Mr Bandile Sithebe 
  Town Planner 
  Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality 
  bandilesthebe@gmail.com  
 
  Mr Morgam Munsamy 
  Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd 
  morgam.munsamy@athagroup.in  
 

15 February 2017 
 

URGENT 
 
Dear Mr Malibe 
 
APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT OF THE RELEVANT TOWN-PLANNING SCHEME AND IN TERMS OF 
SECTION 66 OF AN APPLICABLE PIXLEY KA SEME MUNICIPAL PLANNING LAND USE BY-LAW AND IN 
TERMS OF THE SPATIAL PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT ACT 16 OF 2013 (SPLUMA) FOR THE 
REZONING OF PORTION 1 OF THE FARM YZERMYN 96 HT 
 
1. We refer to our letters dated 25 January and 30 January 2017 regarding the application submitted by 

Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd for the “amendment of the relevant town-planning 
scheme and …for the rezoning of Portion 1 of the Farm Yzermyn 96 HT” (“the application”) and make 
the following further submissions. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.cer.org.za/
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Incorrect basis for application 
 
2. We have, since writing the letters referred to in paragraph 1, established that there is no town 

planning scheme in place for the Dr Pikley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality (“the Municipality”) for 
the land outside of Volksrust, where Portion 1 of the Farm Yzermyn 96 HT (“the property”) is situated.  
We also understand that a land use scheme as contemplated by the Spatial Planning and Land Use 
Management Act 16 of 2013 (“the SPLUMA”) has not yet been approved by the Municipality for that 
area. 
 

3. That being the case, we respectfully submit that the application, which is for the amendment of a 
town-planning scheme and for the rezoning of the property, is misconceived.   
 

4. Instead, we submit that section 26(3) of the SPLUMA (quoted here for ease of reference), applies: 
“Where no town planning or land use scheme applies to a piece of land, before a land use 
scheme is approved in terms of this Act such land may be used only for the purposes listed in 
Schedule 2 to this Act and for which such land was lawfully used or could lawfully have been 
used immediately before the commencement of this Act” 
 

5. One of the purposes listed in Schedule 2 is “agricultural purposes”, and it appears to be common 
cause that the property was lawfully used for agricultural purposes or could lawfully have been used 
for that purpose immediately before the commencement of the SPLUMA on 1 July 2015. 
 

6. The use of the property for mining purposes therefore requires an application in terms of section 
26(4) of the SPLUMA, not for the amendment of a town-planning scheme or for rezoning, but for a 
change of land use permitted in terms of section 26(3) of the SPLUMA.    

 
7. The application, of which our clients have still not had sight, is therefore fundamentally flawed.  
 
No proper advertisement of application  
 
8. Even if the application were not flawed in this way, the application has not been advertised in 

accordance with the Chief Albert Luthuli, Dipaleseng, Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme, Lekwa, Mkhondo and 
Msukaligwa Municipal By-law on Spatial Planning and Land Use Management (“the SPLUM By-law”). 
 

9. On 6 January 2017 a notice was published in the Volksrust Recorder (“the 6 January notice”).  Apart 
from the mischaracterisation of the nature of the application as described above, as we pointed out 
in our letter of 25 January 2017, the notice suffered from the following defects: 
9.1. It provided for fewer than the requisite 30 days for the submission of comments or objections 

(section 100(h) of the SPLUM By-law) (The 6 January notice required that objections or 
representations be made by 25 January 2017, being 19 days after publication of the notice); 

9.2. It did not contain a valid physical address or contact details for Uphondolwendlovu Town 
Planners (Pty) Ltd, who were described in the notice as being the agent of the owner of the 
property (section 100(a) of the SPLUM By-law) (As appears from our letter of 25 January 2017 
and as elaborated upon below, the address given in the 6 January notice does not exist); and 

9.3. It did not state the contact details of the relevant municipal employee (section 100(e) of the 
SPLUM By-law). 
 

10. On 3 February 2017 a second notice was published in the Volksrust Recorder (“the 3 February 
notice”).  The 3 February notice (which is attached for ease of reference), like the 6 January notice, 
mischaracterised the nature of the application.   It also suffers from the same or similar defects as 
those described in paragraph 9 above in that: 
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10.1. It provided for fewer than the requisite 30 days for the submission of comments or objections 
(section 100(h) of the SPLUM By-law) (The 3 February notice required that objections or 
representations be made by 25 January 2017, being a date which had already passed when 
the notice was published); 

10.2. It did not contain any of the required details of an applicant (The 3 February notice describes 
Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd as being the agent of “the mining right holder on 
[the property]”.  The holder of a mining right in respect of land does not have standing in 
terms of the SPLUMA to apply for a change in land use in respect of that land (see section 
45(1) of SPLUMA)); and 

10.3. It did not state the contact details of the relevant municipal employee (section 100(e) of the 
SPLUM By-law).  
 

11. We observe also that the Municipality has not elected to cause additional notice in terms of section 
101 of the SPLUM By-law to be given, despite the fact that the application is one for a change in land 
use, and is of at least the same importance to the public as an application for rezoning, which would 
require such notice to have been given. 
 

12. We point out also that in terms of regulation 18(4) of The Spatial Planning and Planning and Land Use 
Management Regulations: Land Use Management and General Matters, 2015 (published in GN R239 
in GG 38594 of 23 March 2015) (“the Regulations”), the public participation procedures for an 
application in terms of section 26(4) of the SPLUMA for a change of land use permitted in terms of 
section 26(3) of the SPLUMA are the same as those determined by the Municipality for any other land 
development and land use application. 

 
13. We respectfully submit that, even if the application had lain for inspection for the advertised period, 

which we demonstrate below it did not, the notices would not have constituted lawful notice of the 
application as required by the SPLUM By-law, sections 3 and 4 of the Promotion of Administrative 
Justice Act 3 of 2000 and section 33 of the Constitution.  

 
The application did not lie for inspection during the inspection period 
 
14. Quite apart from the problems with the form of notice, the application did not in fact lie for inspection 

during the advertised inspection period.   
 

15. We have, since our letter of 25 January 2017, prepared affidavits in which we describe the steps which 
we and our clients took to inspect the application during the inspection period, and confirm that these 
included, but were not limited to, the following (to the extent that there is any inconsistency between 
our letter of 25 January 2017 and what is described below, the latter is correct and accords with the 
affidavits, which will be made available to the Municipality at its request): 
15.1. On 12 January 2017 Bradley Gibbons of the Endangered Wildlife Trust, for whom we act in 

these proceedings, attended at the offices of the Municipality’s municipal manager and its 
town planning office to inspect the application, but was informed by a municipal employee 
that it was not available for inspection at the Municipality and that he should contact 
Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd at a telephone number which was provided to 
him; 

15.2. On 13 January 2017 Mr Gibbons managed to make telephonic contact with Sibonelo Kubheka 
of  Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd who sent him a copy of an Environmental 
Impact Assessment Report and Environmental Management Programme for Yzermyn, but not 
a copy of the application;  

15.3. On 17 January 2017 our Suzanne Powell sent an email to Morgam Munsamy of Atha Africa 
Ventures (Pty) Ltd (“Atha”) in which she described the problems we were having obtaining 
the application and requested a copy of it, but on 19 January 2017 Mr Munsamy responded 
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to the effect that our claims were false and that the application could be viewed at the 
Municipality;     

15.4. On 20 January 2017 our Marthán Theart arranged with the Municipality’s senior town 
planner, Mr Skhumbuzo Makhubo, that Nonkazimlo Mafa (WWF officer: Land Reform and 
Biodiversity Stewardship Programme) would attend at the Municipality on our behalf to 
collect several municipal planning documents which we had requested, as well as the 
application, but although Mr Makhubo furnished Ms Mafa with certain of the requested 
documents on that day, the application was not among them;   

15.5. On 23 January 2017 we briefed Frans Rabie Prokureurs to attend at the address which had 
been published in the 6 January and 3 February notices for Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners 
(Pty) Ltd, but on 24 January 2017 Frans Rabie Prokureurs reported that the address did not 
exist and that they had been told by a Mr Jonas Nkhuta of the Dipaleseng Municipality that 
Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd had moved to Middelberg, Mpumalanga; 

15.6. On 24 January 2017 Mr Kubheka of Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd undertook in 
a telephone conversation with our Thobeka Gumede that he would provide us with the 
application via Dropbox link, but on 25 January 2017 Mr Kubheka advised our Catherine 
Horsfield that he had consulted with his colleagues and it was “against the company policy to 
provide an electronic copy of the work we have done for Atha-Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd”.  
 

16. It is clear that the application did not lie for inspection for the full duration of the advertised 
inspection period, if at all.  On the two occasions when we or our clients attended at the Municipality 
to inspect the application during the inspection period, it was not available for inspection.  Neither 
we nor our clients have had sight of the application.   
 

17. It goes without saying that any decision to grant the application in the present circumstances would 
be reviewable on the ground that the procedural fairness requirements contained in the SPLUM By-
law, PAJA and section 33 of the Constitution have not been met.    

 
The Municipal Planning Tribunal  
 
18. In a letter dated 27 January 2017 from Atha to your office, which Atha also copied to us, Atha asserted 

that:  
“The Municipality, as competent authority, in relation to land use applications and the lawful authority 
that is empowered to grant or approve a right to use of land for a specified purpose, is furthermore 
responsible for designating an "authorised official", in the employ of the municipality, to consider and 
determine land use applications as contemplated in section 35(2) of the Act.  In this instance the 
"authorised official" is understood to be the Municipal Manager and therefore any land use 
applications must be submitted to the office of the Municipal Manager, as provided for in SPLUMA 
regulation 14(2)” 
 

19. We respectfully take issue with this description of the legal position. 
 

20. Section 35 of the SPLUM provides as follows: 
“(1) A municipality must, in order to determine land use and development applications within 
its municipal area, establish a Municipal Planning Tribunal. 
(2) Despite subsection (1), a municipality may authorise that certain land use and land 
development applications may be considered and determined by an official in the employ of the 
municipality. 
(3) A municipality must, in order to determine land use and land development applications 
within its municipal area, categorise development applications to be considered by an official 
and those to be referred to the Municipal Planning Tribunal.” 
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21. Regulation 15(1) of the Regulations provides that:  
“If a municipality decides not to authorise an official to consider and determine certain land 
development and land use applications, the Municipal Planning Tribunal must consider and 
decide all land use and land development and land use applications that are submitted to the 
municipality.” 
 

22. Regulation 15(4) of the Regulations provides that:  
“The municipality must determine which category of land development and land use application 
must be considered and determined by the authorised official and which category must be 
considered and determined by the Municipal Planning Tribunal and may use the standard 
division of functions contained in Schedule 5.”    
 

23. It is clear from these provisions that a land use and development application must be heard by a 
Municipal Planning Tribunal, unless the Municipality has: 
23.1. authorised that certain land use and land development applications may be considered and 

determined by an official;  
23.2. categorised development applications to be considered by an official and those to be referred 

to the Municipal Planning Tribunal; and 
23.3. the application falls within a category to be referred to the official.      

 
24. As regards the last of these requirements, schedule 5(3) of the Regulations suggests that this division 

of functions between an authorised official and a Municipal Planning Tribunal can be made on the 
basis that “All category 1 applications and all opposed category 2 applications must be referred to the 
Municipal Planning Tribunal”.  (We pause here to mention that since any land development 
application which is properly made by Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd is likely to be 
opposed by our clients, assuming that the Municipality has followed the guideline contained in 
Schedule 5 of the Regulations, the application would be heard by the Municipal Planning Tribunal.) 
 

25. The SPLUM By-law does not specify whether or how the Municipality has made the categorisation 
referred to in section 35(3) of the SPLUMA.  It says only that “The Council must, by resolution, 
categorise applications to be considered by the Land Development Officer and applications to be 
referred to the Municipal Planning Tribunal” (section 31(1)); and that if “the Council does not 
categorise applications contemplated in subsection (1), regulation 15(1) of the Regulations apply” 
(section 31(3)). 

 
Information urgently requested 
  
26. In the circumstances set out above, we hereby respectfully request on behalf of our clients: 

26.1. Confirmation as to whether or not you have received for determination any land development 
application in relation to the property; 

26.2. If you have received any such application, a copy of the application; 
26.3. Confirmation as to whether or not, assuming that you have received an application as 

described in paragraph 26.1, you are processing the application (despite the problems we 
have outlined in our previous letters and elaborated upon above); 

26.4. Confirmation as to whether or not, assuming that you are processing an application as 
described in paragraph 26.1, the Municipality has categorised development applications to 
be considered by an official and those to be referred to the Municipal Planning Tribunal; and 
if it has, a copy of the applicable Council resolution from which the basis or nature of such 
categorisation appears.  
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Intervener status 
 
27. Finally, we hereby give notice that we intend to petition to intervene in terms of section 45(2) of the 

SPLUMA in any application for a change in land use of the property. In order for us however to assess 
the issues presented in any such application, we would obviously first need to have sight of it.  

 
Yours sincerely 
CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS 

per:  
Catherine Horsfield 
Attorney 
Programme Head: Mining 
Direct email: chorsfield@cer.org.za  

mailto:chorsfield@cer.org.za
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Mr Patrick Malibe  

Municipal Manager  

Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality  

Volksrust 

 

By email: faith@pixleykaseme.gov.za  

 

cc.            Mr Skhumbuzo Makhubu 

                 Senior Town Planner  

                 Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality  

                 skhumbuzom@pixleykaseme.gov.za  

 

                 Mr Bandile Sithebe  

                 Town Planner  

                 Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality  

                 bandilesthebe@gmail.com 

Your ref: 6/2/4/2/7 / SN MAKHUBU 

14 June 2017 

 

Dear Mr Malibe  

 

REQUEST FOR NOTIFICATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR LAND-USE CHANGE IN RESPECT OF THE PROPERTIES: 

PORTION 1 OF YZERMYN 96 HT, GOEDGEVONDEN 95 HT, KROMHOEK 93 HT AND ZOETFONTEIN 94 HT 

 

1. We refer to our letters to you dated 25 January, 30 January and 15 February 2017 regarding the application 

submitted by Uphondolwendlovu Town Planners (Pty) Ltd (Uphondolwendlovu) for the “amendment of the 

relevant town-planning scheme and … for the rezoning of Portion 1 of the Farm Yzermyn 96 HT”.  

 

2. We also refer to your letter to Uphondolwendlovu dated 20 April 2017 in which you advised it to reapply for the 

land-use change of Portion 1 of the Farm Yzermyn 96 HT in terms of Regulation 18 of the Regulations in terms of 

the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 2013.  

 

3. As appears from our aforesaid correspondence, our clients1 are interested and affected parties in any land-use 

change of Portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT. We accordingly request that you: 

 

3.1. kindly indicate whether the Dr Pixley Ka Isaka Seme Local Municipality (the Municipality) has received 

any application for land-use change of Portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT from or on behalf of Atha-

                                                 
1 EarthLife Africa Johannesburg, BirdLife South Africa, the Mining and Environmental Justice Community Network of South 

Africa, the Endangered Wildlife Trust, the Federation for a Sustainable Environment, the Bench Marks Foundation, the 

Association for Water and Rural Development (AWARD) and groundwork 
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Africa Ventures (Pty) Ltd (Atha) and/or Uphondolwendlovu, or any other party, since your letter dated 

20 April 2017; and  

 

3.2. kindly notify us in the event that the Municipality does receive any application from Atha and/or 

Uphondolwendlovu and/or any other party in respect of said land-use change.  

 

4. Kindly be advised that Atha’s proposed Yzermyn underground coal mining operation is situated not only on 

Portion 1 of the farm Yzermyn 96 HT, but also on, inter alia, the following properties: 

 

4.1. Goedgevonden 95 HT; 

4.2. Kromhoek 93 HT; and 

4.3. Zoetfontein 94 HT. 

 

5. Our clients are also interested and affected parties in any land-use change of these properties and accordingly 

request that you: 

 

5.1. kindly indicate whether the Municipality has received any application/s for land-use change of the 

properties Goedgevonden 95 HT, Kromhoek 93 HT and Zoetfontein 94 HT from Atha and/or 

Uphondolwendlovu or any other party; and  

 

5.2. kindly notify us in the event that the Municipality does receive any application/s from Atha and/or 

Uphondolwendlovu any other party in respect of said land-use change. 

 

6. We thank you for your time and kind assistance. 

 

Yours sincerely 

CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS 

per:  

Catherine Horsfield 

Attorney 

Programme Head: Mining 

Direct email: chorsfield@cer.org.za 



ANNEXURE E


